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5. CLASSIFICATION 

OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY: Private, Public-local 

CATEGORY OF PROPERTY: District 

NUMBER OF RESOURCES W I T H I N PROPERTY: CONTRIBUTING NONCONTRIBUTING 

95 
0 
5 
0 

50 BUILDINGS 
0 SITES 
1 STRUCTURES 
0 OBJECTS 

100 51 T O T A L 

NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES PREVIOUSLY LISTED I N THE N A T I O N A L REGISTER: 5 

Basset and Basset Banking House (NR 1990); Santa Fe Railway Company Freight Depot (NR 1990); 
Southern Pacific Railroad Freight Depot (NR 1990); US Post Office-Federal Building-Brenham (NR 1990); 
Washington County Courthouse (NR 1990) 

N A M E OF RELATED MULTIPLE PROPERTY LISTING: Historic and Architectural Resources of Brenham 

6. FUNCTION OR USE 

HISTORIC FUNCTIONS: COMMERCE/business; COMMERCE/financial institution; COMMERCE/specialty store; 
COMMERCE/department store; COMMERCE/restaurant; COMMERCE/professional; 
GOVERNMENT/county courthouse; GOVERNMENT/post office; 
RECREATION AND CULTURE/theater; AGRICULTURE/processing; 
AGRICULTURE/storage; INDUSTRY/manufacturing facility; 
TRANSPORTATION/rail-related 

CURRENT FUNCTIONS: COMMERCE/business; COMMERCE/financial institution; COMMERCE/specialty store; 
COMMERCE/department store; COMMERCE/restaurant; COMMERCE/professional; 
GOVERNMENT/county courthouse; INDUSTRY/manufacturing facility; 
WORK IN PROGRESS; VACANT 

7. DESCRIPTION 

ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION: 

LATE VICTORIAN: Italianate; LATE 19™ AND 20™ CENTURY REVIVALS: Classical Revival; 
LATE 19™ AND EARLY 20™ CENTURY AMERICAN MOVEMENTS: Commercial Style; 
MODERN MOVEMENT: Art Deco; 
OTHER: One-part Commercial Block; Two-part Commercial Block; WPA Rustic 

M A T E R I A L S : FOUNDATION CONCRETE, STONE 
WALLS STUCCO, BRICK, WOOD, STONE, METAL 
ROOF ASPHALT, METAL 
OTHER METAL: Cast iron, GLASS, CERAMIC TILE 

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (see continuation sheets 7-5 through 7-14). 
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Summary 
The properties located within the Brenham Downtown Historic District comprise the core of Brenham's historic 
commercial quarter and industrial sector. These buildings taken together represent significant aspects of the economic, 
physical and architectural development of Brenham. With Brenham's designation as the seat of Washington County in 
1844, the county court house square became the focal point of the developing town. Although the Washington County 
Courthouse (NR 1990) is no longer the physical center of the commercial district, it remains the visual anchor of 
downtown Brenham. Most properties within the Brenham Downtown Historic District are one and two-part commercial 
block buildings constructed of Brenham brick, and clad with a layer of stucco (often scored to mimic stone). Other 
building types within the district include a central block with wings (the United States Post Office and Federal Building, 
NR 1990), two railway depots, and two early 20"'-century gas stations. Architectural styles represent those most common 
in commercial construction during the late 19"" and early 20"̂  centuries, including Classical Revival, Italianate, 
Commercial and Art Deco (of which the court house is the sole representative). While the earliest extant buildings date to 
1856 (Zeiss Building, Property #47, 214 E. Main) and 1858 (Bode & Tonn Building, Property #35, 101 E. Main) the 
majority of the properties within the district were constructed between 1870 and 1939. Constmction, alterations, and 
modernization continued throughout the period of significance, and reflect the changing needs (both physically and 
aesthetically) of commercial establishments. Alterations are typical of those made to many commercial properties in the 
middle decades of the 20th centur>' and reflect the town's continued prosperity, as well as Brenham's recognition of 
national architectural trends. Despite alterations, contributing properties retain the character defining elements that convey 
a visual sense of the historic environment. 

The nominated district is composed of approximately 24 full blocks and portions of 9 others. TTiese blocks, although 
varied in size, are laid out in a grid pattern (Shelbyville plan, see Fig. 1), with the majority of buildings orientedtoward 
the East-West axes (Main, Alamo and Commerce Streets). The district is roughly bounded on the north by Vulcan, on the 
east by Market (though several contributing resources lie to the east of Market), on the south by West First and Basset 
Streets, and on the west by Austin Street. The former Houston and Texas Central (H&TC) Railroad (which later became 
the Texas and New Orleans, a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific) provides a visual boundary on the south between the 
commercial and industrial portions of the district. The Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe (GC&SF) Railroad provides a similar 
visual terminus to west side of the district 

There are 156 resources within the district, of which 105 (67%) are contributing (5 of these were previously listed on the 
National Register) and 51 are non-contributing. The contributing resources retain integrity of design, materials, 
workmanship, location and association. 

Setting and Description 

Brenham is located near the center of Washington County in Southeast Central Texas. As county seat, it serves as the 
nucleus of the major market and transportation activities of this largely agricultural county. Brenham also is located 
approximately half way between Austin (74 miles west) and Houston (72 miles southeast), in one of the more highly 
developed and populous portions of the state. Other towns in the county include Burton, Chappell Hill, Independence, and 
Washington (see MAP 1). 

The Brenham Downtown Historic District is 1miles east of US 290, situated in the approximate center of the Brenham 
city limits. Business 290 bisects the Downtown Historic District (eastbound Business 290 runs one way along Alamo 
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Street and westbound runs one way along Main Street). These two one-way segments of Business 290 serve as the major 
east-west transportation artery through downtown Brenham, and form the north and west boundary of the Washington 
County Courthouse Square. Highway 36 (or Austin Street) parallels the GC&SF railroad, and serves as the major north-
south artery through Brenham. Highway 36 (or Austin Street) forms the immediate western boundary of the Brenham 
Downtown Historic District. Market Street (also referred to on some current maps as part of Business 290) serves as a 
secondary north-south artery, and provides the primary visual boundary for the eastern edge of the district. The majority 
of resources within the historic district lie to the west of Market, although several significant contributing resources 
(including the former U.S. Post Office and the Cannery) are located east of Market in the two blocks between East 
Commerce to the south and East Main to the north. Most of the industrial-related resources lie to the south of the H&TC 
railroad bed. The district is bounded by Vulcan to the north (all resources lie to the south of Vulcan) and by West First 
and Basset Streets to the south. 

The areas immediately surrounding the Brenham Downtown Historic District on the easL west and south are primarily 
residential. The area to the north of the district is primarily commercial and civic, though the majority of these properties 
were developed well after the period of significance. Many significant residential properties are found within close 
proximity of the downtown district, and were home to some of Brenham's most significant merchants, businessmen and 
professionals such as J.D. Giddings (house at 204 East Stone Street) and F.W. Schuerenberg (house at 503 West Alamo). 
The East Brenham Historic District is directly to the east of the Downtown District, and represents a concentrated number 
of late 19"' and early 20"' century residential properties. 

The Brenham Downtown Historic District is primarily commercial in character. The properties to the north of the H & TC 
Railroad tracks housed various retail and commercial businesses, while properties directly adjacent to the tracks and 
particularly those south of the tracks were related to agricultural, industrial and transportation activities that dominated 
during the period of significance. The earliest businesses were housed in buildings adjacent to the courthouse square or 
near the railroad tracks. Many small homes were constructed in close proximity to the early commercial core, particularly 
in the blocks north of Main (east of Douglas and west of Market). These homes were eventually replaced by commercial 
buildings, with the exception of the home at 206 East Main (Property #61, Contributing), which has been converted to a 
law office. 

The city blocks included within the historic district are laid out in a grid pattem based on the Shelbyville Courthouse 
Square typology.' Irregularities in the rectilinear block grid are attributable to the semi-curvilinear path of both the 
GC&SF Railroad and the H&TC Railroad tracks. Block sizes and the pattem of inter-block alleyways remain inconsistent 
despite the basic grid pattem. The lots, however, are regularly divided and average 28' in width. 

The majority of the buildings within the district were constmcted by 1939, although infill constmction and alterations to 
existing properties continued throughout the period of significance. Five buildings and five structures (all below-ground 
cistems) were constmcted from 1856 to 1869, 21 were built between 1870 and 1879, 21 between 1880 and 1889, and 15 
between 1890 and 1899. Between 1900 and 1909, and estimated 19 buildings were constructed. This number was reduced 
to ten between 1910 and 1919, and 14 between 1920 and 1929. Only 9 new buildings were constructed between 1930 and 
1939, and 8 more appeared between 1940 and 1949. Only one building was constmcted between 1950 and 1953, and 6 
more appeared before 1957. Approximately 22 buildings were constructed after 1957. 

Veselka, Robert E. The Courthouse Square in Texas. Austin: University of Austin Press, 2000 (19;35). 
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The most common alterations to buildings within the district are modernized storefronts in which aluminum frame plate 
glass windows and doors replaced the original wood-frame entryways and display windows. The application of non-
original materials (such as ceramic tile or marble) as exterior wainscoting and the covering of transoms were also 
common and in most cases do not significantly detract from the historic character of any property. Many historic awnings, 
often wood-frame supported on posts or hung from the fa9ade by iron chains, have been replaced by contemporary 
awnings, but the majority of these have retained the historic placement and form and do not impact the integrity of most 
properties. In cases where the historic awning has been removed altogether, the building facades often retain ghostings or 
iron eye-hooks that indicate the original location of the awnings. A numberof significant alterations occurred in the mid 
1950s and 1960s, including the re-clading of many of the historic buildings with metal slip-covers. The majority of these 
have since been removed and historic fafades have been restored. Three slip-covered buildings remain, the most 
significant being Faske Jewelry (Property #49, Noncontributing). This alone among the slip-covered buildings in 
Brenham appears to have been carefully designed and maintained. Although this fa9ade treatment was applied beyond the 
period of significance (ca. 1967) and the resource is therefore rendered noncontributing. this fa9ade treatment should be 
recognized as a significant local example of a national architectural trend. 

The first commercial buildings constructed in Brenham were false-front wood-frame structures with little or no 
architectural embellishment These early buildings were gradually replaced by more substantial buildings, often 
configured as one or two-part commercial block buildings. By the late 19th and early 20th centuries, locally-made brick 
and stone replaced wood-frame stmctures, and decorative fa9ade details were incorporated in most of the commercial 
buildings within the district. Because of the soft, porous quality of Brenham brick, thick layers of stucco were applied to 
the majority of buildings within the district, and many of these stucco fa9ade treatments were scored to resemble stone, 
which was considered a more prestigious building material than brick. This scoring motif is still evident on a great 
number of the extant buildings. Full-fa9ade awnings suspended from iron rods were also common, as were transom 
windows above these awnings. Evidence of these predominant features remains, although many of the historic awnings 
have been replaced and many of the transoms have been altered or filled. Other decorative motifs repeated throughout 
Brenham's commercial district include corbelled denticular comices (made of brick), pressed metal cornices, and cast iron 
storefronts. Many of these pressed tin comices and cast iron storefronts (which include thresholds, pilasters and columns) 
were fabricated locally at the Beaumier Brothers Foundry (Property #110, Contributing) and can be documented by their 
still-visible product stamps. At least 34 buildings within the district have cast iron storefronts, and 10 have been identified 
as Beaumier Brothers. Examples of Beaumier cast iron facades can be seen at the Schmid Brothers Building (Property 
#64, Contributing), the Glissman Building (Property #52, Contributing), and the Washington County Abstract Company 
Building (Property #40, Contributing). 

One- and two-story buildings predominate throughout the district and three-story commercial properties are far less 
frequent. The First National Bank/Bamhill Drug (Property #4, Contributing), the First National Bank (Property # 5, 
Contributing), the Washington Hotel (Property #89, Contributing) and the Bassett & Bassett Banking House (Property 
#46, Contributing) are prominent examples of three-story buildings. The district as a whole, and particularly the buildings 
adjacent to the courthouse square, exhibits consistent massing and composition, with many buildings sharing similar 
(often inset) storefront configurations, fenestration pattems, fenestration types (plate glass display windows on the ground 
fioor and sash windows on upper fioors), and architectural details like decorative comices and protruding parapets. The 
district is stylistically cohesive and is typical of late 19"' and early 20'''-century commercial properties around the state. 
The influence of Italianate architecture is readily apparent in the arched windows, hood moldings and brackets of several 
buildings including the Bassett & Basset Banking House and 211 S. Baylor (Property #118, Contributing). There are 
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several examples of Classical Revival architecture, including James Wetmore's U.S. Post Office and Federal Building 
(Property #96, Contributing) and the more abstract Classical Revival style of Sanguinet & Staat's First National Bank. 
Although many of Brenham's commercial buildings were constructed during the late 19"' century, when Victorian 
detailing was common, few buildings exhibit this stylistic influence. One notable, and recently restored, example is 211 S. 
St. Charles (Property #103, Contributing), which features intricate millwork and tumed wood posts and balusters on the 
double height porch. The 1939 Washington County Courthouse (Property #6, Contributing) is the only example of Art 
Deco architecture in the district. 

The majority of the buildings in downtown Brenham were plainly executed in a functional commercial idiom, exhibiting 
only a few stylistic accents of the types described above. Yet three other distinctive building types exist in Brenham that 
are not of an architectural style per se, yet remain definable in terms of composition, details and materials. The first of 
these types is the railroad depot. The second is a masonry building that has been described in the 1985 context statement 
as WPA Rustic. The third type is industrial architecture, characterized by simple frame construction, often clad in 
cormgated metal. 

The Brenham Downtown Historic District contains two railroad freight depot buildings. A third depot, the joint passenger 
terminal for both the GC&SF Railroad and the H&TC Railroad, was demolished in the 1940s (the Washington County 
Chamber of Commerce now stands on the site). The freight depot as an architectural type is best characterized as 
functional or utilitarian. Although simple stylistic features may be present the building is constmcted to directly serve its 
primary purpose, the transfer of freight. These buildings, located adjacent the railroad tracks, were used to accept and 
deliver freight being transported by the trains. Large doorways and cargo decks with overhangs were necessary features. 
In addition to the functional freight areas, an office and administrative section were common. These often were two 
stories with flat, built-up roofs and large windows. The Santa Fe Railway Freight Depot at 214 South Austin (Property 
#144, Contributing) and the Southem Pacific Railroad Freight Depot at 306 S. Market (Property #85, Contributing) are 
two examples of this property type in downtown Brenham. 

The influence of "Rustic" architectural characteristics is seen in a number of buildings in Brenham. This style arose from 
an appreciation for local materials (often rough-cut stone or logs) that were intended to blend with the local landscape. 
Rustic influences are seen in a number of different buildings types including residential, commercial, institutional, and 
often in local and state park facilities. This stylistic idiom was popularized during the 1930s and 1940s and was frequently 
used in New Deal federal building projects executed by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Works Projects 
Administration (WPA), Public Works Administration (PWA) or National Youth Administration (NYA). Brenham and 
Washington County hosted several of these federal work camps throughout the late 1930s and early 1940s, and these 
groups constmcted a number of buildings that employ Rustic characteristics. The Public Cannery at 306 E. Alamo 
(Property #16, Contributing) is, however, the only example of Rustic style architecture within the Downtown Historic 
District. This building is characterized by its dominant hipped roof and random arrangement of uncut rubble stonework. 
The Brenham High School gymnasium (NR 1990), constructed by the WPA in 1939-40, is a similar example that exists 
outside of the historic district. 

Small-scale industrial architecture is common in Brenham in the areas immediately adjacent to the H&TC railroad tracks. 
This area of town was developed as a support network for the county's agricultural economy and light industry. Cotton 
platforms, cotton gin plants, small processing plants, machine shops, wagon yards and warehouses were built in this area 
as early as the 1860s. Sanbom maps indicate that the majority of these structures, through the mid-1900s, were simple 
frame buildings, often clad in iron. The property at 103 W. First (Property #72, Contributing) is a good example of this 
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industrial type. It is a small, front-gable wood-frame stmcture clad in corrugated metal. It appeared on Sanbom maps as 
early as 1912, and it replaced an even larger wood-frame stmcture that had housed W.F. Cortes' Bottling Works since at 
least 1891. The other common industrial type was the functional one-story brick building. These often served general 
commercial needs, or were used for storage or warehouse facilities. The later would be equipped with wide portals for 
easy access. A good extant example of a small-scale former warehouse is the building at 300 Church (Property #151, 
Contributing). In 1885, this building is described as a warehouse for Armour and Company. This warehouse, adjacent to 
the railroad tracks, remains intact and retains a high degree of integrity although it has been joined to the newly 
constructed Unity Theater (Property #150, Noncontributing). 

Methodology for the Evaluation of Individual Properties within the District 

An intensive survey was conducted in the area bounded by Vulcan on the north, Market on the east, West First and 
Bassett Streets on the south, and Austin street (the GC&SF railroad) on the west. This area was identified as a potential 
historic district during a survey conducted by William Bean Restorations in 1984, and the boundaries were set at that time. 
This district roughly corresponds with the properties under the purview of the Brenham Main Street Program. William 
Bean Restorations surveyed the architectural resources in 1984, completing a historic sites inventory form for each 
property within the potential district. Black and white photographs were also taken at that time. Victor & Victor 
Associates of Austin was subcontracted to research the historic and architectural significance of Brenham and the 
proposed district. The current 2003 nomination utilized the 1984 historic sites survey and the associated historic context 
that was written at that time, in addition to an updated survey and additional research. 

In early 2003, in consultation with Main Street Brenham the consultant re-examined properties within the proposed 
district boundaries. Because the existing survey and photographs were almost twenty years old, the consultant agreed to 
update survey forms and to provide current architectural descriptions and photographs. Documentation consisted of 
mapping the location of the resources within the district, and the completion of a survey form for each primary resource. 
A primary resource was defined as the principal building at a given address. The survey forms included the property 
number (assigned in 2003 and keyed to the enclosed inventory and district map), the corresponding 1984 survey number 
(shown as "CBD #" on the enclosed inventory), the current name of the property or business housed at that address, the 
historic name of the property, the address, legal description, resource type, landscape and site features, function, 
construction date (actual or estimated), names of the architect and builder, possible threats to the property, level of 
integrity, indication of existing historic designations, and a physical description of the exterior. Notes were included 
regarding the presence of any outbuildings or associated stmctures that were visible from the public right-of-way. This 
information was coordinated with descriptions and statements of significance from the original survey cards. One black 
and w hite photograph and one color photograph were taken of each primary resource. 

The current physical appearance of each resource was checked against Sanbom Fire Insurance Maps from 1877, 1885, 
1896, 1901, 1906, I9I2, 1920, 1931, and 1931-47 to verify the date of construction and any additions or alterations. 
Estimated dates of construction were established through records at the Washington County Tax Assessor's Office, city 
directories, newspaper articles, and Sanbom Maps. An aerial photo from 1956 published in Robert W&sskarVsBrenham. 
Texas: 1844-1958 was also used to check the physical appearance of the district. Photographs from the 1984 survey 
proved useful in documenting demolitions and renovations that have occurred in the last twenty years. Research on the 
history and development of Brenham, individual properties and significant individuals had been conducted in preparation 
for the historic context statement, and this was found to be reliable. Because the historic context only discussed the history 
of Brenham through 1941, the consultant performed some additional research to establish a context for the district in the 
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years following World War II to the mid 1950s. With some supplementation, the information provided in this National 
Register nomination and the statements of significance are based on the existing Multiple Property Nomination, 
"HISTORIC AND ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES OF BRENHAM" (NR 1984), on file at the Texas Historical 
Commission. 

The district as a whole was evaluated using the following considerations: the area as a whole contained a high 
concentration of historic properties that remain remarkably intact; only a few examples of infill architecture dismpt the 
feeling and setting of the district and the properties within the district reflect aspects of the historical development of the 
downtown commercial district from the mid 1800s to the present. The evaluation of a commercial district is complicated 
by the economic necessity to modemize facilities so that an area can maintain its viability. These types of alterations are 
accepted as necessary and part of the development of any town. When these alterations are made within the period of 
significance and remain sensitive to the historic character of the individual property and the district as a whole, they do 
not detract from a resource's integrity. Integrity of location, setting, feeling, association and design were considered to be 
the most important aspects for this district. The individual components of design, materials and workmanship were 
considered in terms of hierarchal importance and visual impact. Building facades were considered as two parts-the lower 
section consisting of the storefront, and the upper section consistingof the either the upper part of a one-part commercial 
block (containing cornice, parapet, etc.) or full second and third floors. The following components were examined and 
aided in the determination of a buildings contributing or noncontributing status: materials used on the ground floor; 
materials used on the upper portion or upper floors; fenestration pattems on the ground floor; fenestration pattems on the 
upper floors; entryway; configuration of overall storefront components; comice; parapet; architectural omament and 
detailing; overall massing, composition and form. Many of the resources within the district had undergone alterations such 
as the replacement of original windows, doors and storefronts, the replacement or removal of historic awnings orthe 
support systems for these awnings, the replacement or removal of historic materials, and the application of non-historic 
fa9ade treatments such as slip-coverings. These alterations are common, and often do not detract from the overall historic 
character of a resource. The cumulative effects of such changes were evaluated for each resource and these changes did 
not automatically render a building noncontributing. Buildings that exhibited changes to a majority of the character-
defining features or had irreversible alterations were considered noncontributing even if these buildings retained integrity 
of setting, feeling and association. Reversible alterations, such as the replacement of original windows, were evaluated in 
terms of their visual impact. As was often the case, smaller resources could not withstand numerous alterations (reversible 
or not) and retain their historic character (as is the case with Property #15). Larger, more substantial properties such as the 
Washington Hotel (Property #89) could undergo a number of physical alterations, such as the replacement of historic 
windows with smaller modem windows, and still retain integrity of design because other significant features such as bay 
delineation, comice line and parapet remained intact. Functional industrial buildings were considered primarily in terms of 
location, association, setting, feeling and design footprint, as the very nature of these building types necessitates frequent 
change in materials and workmanship is not always evident. Character-defining features for industrial buildings were 
determined in accordance to "A Field Guide to Industrial Properties in Texas," authored by Amy E. Dase and published 
by the Texas Department of Transportation in May 2003. Buildings constructed since the end of the period of 
significance were considered non-contributing. 

Upon completion of the survey and additional research, a map was created for the survey area denoting the contributing 
and noncontributing resources. Final district boundaries were created with input from the Brenham Main Street Manager 
and staff at the Texas Historical Commission. The boundaries were drawn to include the highest number of contributing 
resources, the fewest number of noncontributing resources and few vacant lots. The following is an inventory of the 
properties within the district and their contributing or noncontributing status. 
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# CBD# Address Cument Business/Dldg Name flisloiic Name Date Style / Type District Status 

1 1 100 E. Alamo Simple Treasures Grand Leader Building ca 1877 two-part commercial Contributing 

2 2 102 E. Alamo Boutiques & Antiques 102 E. Alamo ca 1877 two-part commercial Contributing 
Wood's Drug Store / Tristram's 

3 3 106-110 E. Alamo Pharmacy ca 1860 two-part commercial Contributing 
Heber Stone Bank / First National 

4 4 112E. Alamo Step-in-Out Bank/Bamhill Drug (1923-1976] ca 1870 two-part commercial Contributing 

5 5 114 E. Alamo JH Faske Company First National Bank 1923 two-part commercial Contributing 

6 126 IIOE. Main Washington County Courthouse Washington County Courthouse 1939 government/Art Deco Contributing 

7 7 200-204 E. Alamo 
The Village Shop (200-202); 
Antiques (204) F. Wemer Building ca 1877 one-part commercial Contributing 

8 29 206 E. Alamo Prime Properties 206 E. Alamo ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

9 8 208 E. Alamo Fluff Top Cafe 208 E. Alamo ca1870 one-part commercial Contributing 

10 9 210 E. Alamo Fluff Top Cafe 210 H. Alamo ca 1870 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

l l 6 205-207 E. Alamo JR's Antiques Home Confectionary 1885 two-part commercial Contributing 
Brenham Floral (2l2);Four Friends 

12 10 212-216 E. Alamo Apparel Dobert Building ca 1870 two-part commercial Contributing 

13 11 220 E. Alamo Beyond Nutrition 220 E. Alamo ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

14 158 201 S. Market Texan's Cafe and Grill Gas station ca1940 filling station Non-Contributing 

IS 15 302 E. Alamo Kettler's Appliance Pflughdupt Tire Sales & Serv'ice ca 1940 one-part commercial Contributing 

16 12 306 E. Alamo none. Public cannery 1938 WPA Rustic Contributing 

17 159 306 E. Alamo none aux. bidg. behind cannery ca 1940 one-story shop Contributing 

18 160 306 E. Alamo none aux. metal bldg. behind cannery ca 1940 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

19 17 101 W. Alamo I oday and Yesterday Brenham Opera House 1872 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

20 18 103-105 W. Alamo 
Hearing Aid Center (103); 
Brenham Abstract and Ttle (105) 103-105 W. Alamo ca 1880 one-part commercial Contributing 

21 19 107 W. Alamo Must Be Heaven 
Lockett's Livery / 
Husk & Parks Livery ca 1891 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

Brenham Fine Arts; Seen & find 
22 20 115 W, Alamo Antiques; Lamplighter Scheurenberg-Wilder Building 1907 two-part commercial Contributing 

23 161 120 W. Alamo Linda & Company - same as #141 120 W. Alamo cal890 one-part commercial Contributing 
Don Wilder Real Estate / The 

24 23 203 W. Alamo Pomegranate 203 W. Alamo ca 1890 one-part commercial Contributing 

25 24 205 W. Alamo Modem Cleaners (edt. 1945) 205 W. Alamo ca 1910 two-part commercial Contributing 

26 26 209-211 W. Alamo Brenham General Store; Jennifer's 209-211 W. Alamo ca 1895 two-part commercial Contributing 

27 28 213 W. Alamo Hermann's Fine Furniture 213 W. Alamo ca 1891 two-part commercial Contributing 

28 21 200 W. Alamo Nellie's 
Giddings & Giddings-Amdt 
Building ca 1890 one-part commercial Contributing 

29 22 202-204 W. Alamo Winkelmann-Wilder Building ca 1887 one-part commercial Contributing 

30 25 206-208 W. Alamo Day Star Christian Book Store Healy Wilder Building 1887 one-part commercial Contributing 

31 122 210 W. Alamo Webb Printing 210 W. Alamo ca 1975 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

32 27 212 W. Alamo Heart's Desire Brenahm Mattress Factory ca 1920 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

33 162 214 W. Alamo Identify ing Mars Tatoo Parlor Brenahm Mattress Factory ca 1920 one-part commercial Contributing 

34 120 216 W. Alamo Jim's Whims 216 W. Alamo ca 1 950 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

35 63 101 E. Main Bode & Tonn Men's Wear 3ode & Tonn Men's Wear ca 1858 two-part commercial Non-Con'ributing 

36 64 105-107 E. Main The Atrium / Tres Chic Boutique HF Holt & Co Department Store ca 1914 two-part commercial Contributing 

37 65 115 E. Main Stone Abstract Buildg ca1920 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 
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Main Street Coffee & 
38 66 201 E. Main Trading Company ca 1900 two-part commercial Contributing 

39 67 205 E. Main Emerson Silbersmith Site of Rex Theater ca 1900 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

40 68 207 E. Main 
Washington Co Abstract Co / 
Moorman, Tate, Moonnan ca 1910 two-part commercial Contributing 

41 69 209-211 E. Main Uniques / Vacant ca1875 two-part commercial Contributing 

42 72 215 E. Main Thrivent Financial ca 1877 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

43 76 219 E. Main Marsh's Department Store ca 1985 one-part commercial Contributing 

44 77 211 E. Main Northland Cable Television ca 1885 one-part commercial Contributing 

45 78 223 E. Main K.TEX Radio Station ca 1920 two-part commercial Contributing 

46 75 222 E. Main Bassett & Bassett Bassett & Bassett Banking House ca 1873 two-part commercial Contributing 

47 73 214-218 E. Main Market Realty Zeiss Building 1856 two-part commercial Contributing 

48 71 212 E. Main Flower Market ca 1865 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

49 70 210-212 E. Main Faske Jewelry Dwyer-Faske Building ca 1871 slip-covered Non-Contributing 
Winklemann & Bohne Dry Goods 

50 79 100 W. Main Legends /JC Penney ca 1890 two-part commercial Contributing 

51 80 104 W. Main 
Capital Choice / 
Texas Properties Real Estate ca 1900 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

52 81 106 W. Main Glissman's Gift Gallery Pampell-Glissman Building ca 1860 two-part commercial Contributing 

53 125 104 or 108 W. Main 
Washington Co Community 
Development Federal Credit Union Brenham Nat'l Bank Drive In ca 1975 

contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

54 83 112W. Main Hodde Real Estate ca 1930 one-part commercial Contributing 

55 123 200 W. Main Dentist Office ca 1970 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

56 82 109 W. Main Simon Theater Simon Theater 1925 two-part commercial Contributing 

57 124 201 W. Main Jim Lee Realty ca 1940 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

58 121 205 W. Main White Auto Store ca 1980 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

59 85 209 W. Main Addick's Old Dick Tracy Tire Store 1925 one-part commercial Contributing 

60 156 211 W. Main J & J auto / vacant Dr Pepper Bottling ca 1930 two-part commercial Contributing 

61 86 206 W. Main Law OfTice Residence ca 1900 domestic Contributing 

62 51 101 E. Commerce Hospice Boutique 
Engeike Bank / 
First National Bank ca 1870 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

63 163 103 E. Commerce Total Image Salon 
Engeike Bank / 
First National Bank ca 1877 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

64 48 107 W. Commerce Ant Street Inn Schmid Bros Building 1899 two-part commercial Contributing 

65 142 106 W. Commerce Mary J. Holloway Attorney Dick Tracy Tire Co / Gas Station ca l<)31 filling station Contributing 

66 164 200 block storage building ca 1955 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

67 143 117 W. Commerce Brenham Restaurant Supply ca1976 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

68 165 119 W Commerce Pottery Painting Auto Repair ca1920 one-part commercial Contributing 

69 166 200 W. Commerce Funk7 Art Cafi Brazos Valley Forge Blacksmith ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

70 50 202 W. Commerce rear of Dry Cleaner Brazos Valley Forge Blacksmith ca 1875 one-part commercial Contributing 

71 167 211 S. Austin Tom's Sales and Ser% ice ca 1980 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

72 149 103 W. First Brenham Fence ca 1912 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

73 150 105 W, First None ca 1955 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

74 151 107 W. First None Lone Star Beer ca 1955 industrial Non-Contributing 

76 168 109 W. Fiist Lone Star Beer ca 1980 indusU-ial/metal clad Non-Contributing 
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77 155 201 W. First Brenham Brewery Pearl Distribution ca1980 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

78 169 209 W. First Brenham Brewery Brenham Bottling Works ca 1900 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

80 194 401 South Austin Bank of Brenham Bank of Brenham ca 1975 industrial/warehouse Non-Contributing 

81 195 319- 321 S. Austin Evan's Cabinet / Pool Tex Schawe Motor Co (Chevrolet) ca 1930 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

82 170 208 W. First Appliance Storage BlacksmiUi & wheelwright ca 1920 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

83 154 206 W. First Mantey's Appliance Service ca 1890 one-part commercial Contributing 

84 147 200 W. First Brenham Brewery Warehouse ca 1945 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

85 94 306 S. Market Southem Pacific Depot ca 1920 railroad depot Contributing 

86 92 214 S. Market Brenham Repair ca 1915 one-part commercial Contributing 

87 93 212 S. Market Carriage House Apts ca 1910 two-part commercial Contributing 

88 54 210 S. Market vacant Texaco Gas ca 1928 filling station Contributing 

89 90 206 S. Market Washington Court Apartments Washington County Hometel 1876 two-part commercial Contributing 

90 88 204 S. Market Book Exchange ca 1910 one-part commercial Contributing 

91 91 209 S. Market Dry Cleaning Brenham Pulp Factory ca 1880 two-part commercial Contributing 

94 89 llOS. Market General Production Corporation ca 1985 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

95 127 106 S. Market Dr. W.S. Houton Optometrist Dr. W.S. Houton Optometrist ca 1940 one-part commercial Contributing 

96 87 105 S. Market Brenham Heritage Musuem U.S. Post Office & Federal Bldg. 1915 
central block with 
wings/Classical Revival Contributing 

97 107 107 S.St Charles Otto's Barber Shop Otto's Barber Shop ca 1880 one-part commercial Contributing 

98 108 109 S.St Charles no business name ca 1910 one-part commercial Contributing 

99 109 111 S. St Charles no business name ca 1890 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

100 106 104- 106 S. St Charles no business name D & J Grocer)' ca 1885 one-part commercial Conu-ibuting 

101 171 205 S. St Charles World Finanance Corporation ca 1895 one-part commercial Contributing 

102 110 204 S. St Charles Ray & Burk's Barber Shop ca 1877 one-part commercial Contributing 

103 115 211 S. St Charles under renovation Tailor Shop / Beer Warehouse ca 1881 two-part commercial Contributing 

104 117 213 S.St Charles no business name Brenham Ice Factory- ca 1885 two-part commercial Contributing 

105 116 215 S. St Charles Brenham Repair 
Sausage Factory/ 
Seelhorst Cistern Factory ca 1891 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

106 172 214 S. St Charles Pecan Comer ca 1885 one-part commercial Contributing 

107 173 212 S.St Charles Pecan Comer ca 1885 one-part commercial Contributing 

108 111 208-210 S. St Charles Pecan Comer ca 1885 one-part commercial Contributing 

no 46 311 S. Baylor Beaumier Iron Works Beaumier Iron Works ca 1883 industrial Contributing 

111 141 308 S. Baylor Meier's Garage ca 1980 industrial/metal clad Non-Contributing 

112 42 308 S. Baylor Green Grain Schlitz Warehouse ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

113 174 306 S. Baylor Green Grain ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

114 41 304 -306 S. Baylor 
Green Grain 
see also survey #113 Lowe & W.A. Wood Building 1899 one-part commercial Conttibuting 

115 45 309A S. Baylor Green Grain Warehouse ca 1885 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

116 44 309 S. Baylor vacant Bonner's Disco (1980s) ca 1877 one-part commercial Contributing 

117 43 307 S. Baylor no business name Wayside Cafe (1980s) ca 1877 one-part commercial Contributing 

118 40 209 - 211 S. Baylor The Downtown Auction ca 1880 one-part commercial Contributing 

119 39 207 S. Baylor no business name ca 1886 two-part commercial Contributing 

120 38 205 S. Baylor Volare Restaurant Scramm Saddle Shop ca 1885 two-part commercial Contributing 

121 37 H I S . Baylor Hill Countty Collectibles Navratil Music House ca 1870 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

122 36 107 S. Baylor Country Co-op Antiques ca 1900 slip-covered Non-Contributing 
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Navratil Music House/ 
123 179 103 S. Baylor Ernie's Restaurant Duke &Ayres ca 1890 two-part commercial Contributing 

124 35 101 S. Baylor Farmer's Nat'l Bank Farmer's Naf 1 Bank/Duke &Ayres ca 1870 two-part commercial Contributing 

125 47 106 N. Baylor Brenham Beauty Salon ca 1900 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

126 180 108 N. Baylor Upchurch Architects ca 1900 two-part commercial Contributing 

127 95 100 S. Park Brenham National Bank ca 1900 two-part commercial Non-Contributing 

128 181 112-114 S. Park Texas Antiques ca 1925 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

129 182 116S. Park Brenham Meditation Center 1872 two-part commercial Contributing 

130 183 210 S. Park The Comer Drug ca 1900 one-part commercial Non-Contributing 

131 184 305 S. Park Garage and Storage ca 1900 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

132 185 307 S. Park Brenham Farmer's Market ca 1900 one-part commercial Contributing 

133 186 309 or 311 S. Park Warehouse Mobil Gas ca 1900 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

134 187 308 S, Park Art Studio Wood & Company 1885 two-part commercial Contributing 

135 188 314 S. Park Polar Ice ca 1931 industrial/warehouse Non-Contributing 

136 189 311 S. Park William Schawe Blacksmith William Schawe Blacksmith ca 1931 industrial/metal clad Contributing 

137 190 313 S. Park Grimms Radiator ca 1885 industrial Contributing 
Alternator Starter Radiator 

138 191 317 S. Park Department ca 1985 industrial/metal clad Non-Contributing 

139 192 401 S. Park Cabinet shop ca 1940 one-part commercial Contributing 

140 193 405-407 S. Park Rusty Nuts Motorcycle ca 1955 industrial/metal clad Non-Contributing 

142 148 104- 106 Douglas Avalon Books 1957 one-pait commercial Non-Contributing 

143 176 100 S. Park Drive Thru Bank ca 1975 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

144 30 214 S. Austin Sante Fe Railway Depot Sante Fe Railway Depot 1925 railroad depot Contributing 

145 136 211 S.Austin Van Dyke Rankin / Allstate ca 1980 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

146 31 307 S. Austin Schleider Furniture Schleider Furniture 1918 two-part commercial Contributing 

147 137 314 S. Austin 
Washington Co. Chamber of 
Commerce site of Union Depot 1994 

contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

150 178 300 Church Unity Theater Unity Theater ca 1985 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

151 177 300 Church part of Unnity Theater Armour & Company Warehouse ca 1885 industrial/warehouse Contributing 

152 196 204 S. Park Neutzler Barber Shop Neutzler Barber Shop ca 1920 one-part commercial Contributing 

153 199 l lOE. Main Washington County Courthouse Reconstructed Bandstand ca 1985 structure Non-Contributing 

154 200 105 S. Market 
Museum -
Small Auxiliary Display Building 

Washington Co. 
Heritage Museum ca 1985 

contemporary 
commercial Non-ConU-ibuting 

155 201 307 E. Alamo Pflughaupt Tire Service Pflughaupt Tire Service ca 1955 one-part commercial Non-Conttibuting 

156 202 313 E. Alamo Kerrville Bus Company Kerrville Bus Company ca 1935 one-part commercial Contributing 

157 203 306 E. Main Radio Station/Ruetz Property n/a ca 1975 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

158 204 310 E. Main Crawford Building n/a ca 2000 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

159 205 314 E. Alamo DBA Food Pantry It/a ca 1965 
contemporary 
commercial Non-Contributing 

160 n/a Main & Douglas Underground Public Cistern Public Cistern 1868 structure Contributing 

161 n/a Main & Market Underground Public Cistern Public Cistern 1868 structure Contributing 

162 n/a Market & Quitman Underground Public Cistern Public Cistern 1868 structure Contributing 

163 n/a Quitman & Ant Underground Public Cistern Public Cistern 1868 structure Contributing 

164 n/a 208 S. Park Underground Private Cistern Private Cistern 1868 stmcture Contributing 
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

APPLICABLE NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA 

X A PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS THAT HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE BROAD 

PATTERNS OF OUR HISTORY. 

B PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVES OF PERSONS SIGNIFICANT IN OUR PAST. 

X C PROPERTY EMBODIES THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPE, PERIOD, OR METHOD OF 

CONSTRUCTION OR REPRESENTS T H E WORK OF A MASTER, OR POSSESSES H I G H ARTISTIC V A L U E , OR 

REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT A N D DISTINGUISHABLE ENTITY WHOSE COMPONENTS L A C K I N D I V I D U A L 

DISTINCTION. 

_ D PROPERTY HAS YIELDED, OR IS LIKELY TO YIELD, INFORMATION IMPORTANT IN PREHISTORY OR HISTORY. 

CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS: N/A 

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE: Commerce; Community Planning and Development; Architecture; Transportation; 

Government 

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE: 1856- 1954 

SIGNIFICANT DATES: 1861, 1870, 1871, 1880, 1939 

SIGNIFICANT PERSON: N/A 

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: N/A 

ARCHITECT/BUILDER: Wetmore, James; Finn, Alfred; Sanguinet and Staats; Broesche, Travis; 

Hendrick & Lindsley Inc.; Wood, Frank A.; Griffen, Alex 

NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE (see continuation sheets 8-15 through 8-46). 

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 

BIBLIOGRAPHY (see continuation sheet 9-47). 
PREVIOUS DOCUMENTATION ON FILE (NPS): N/A 

_ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested. 
_ previously listed in the National Register 
_ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
_ designated a National Historic Landmark 
_ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # 
_ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # 

PRIMARY LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA: 

X State historic preservation office (Texas Historical Commission) 
_ Other state agency 
_ Federal agency 
X Local government: Main Street Brenham 
X University: University of Texas, Center for American History 
X Other — Specify Repository: Washington County Heritage Museum 
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Statement of Signiflcance: Summary 
The Brenham Downtown Historic District represents the core of commercial activity and economic development in 
Brenham, Texas from the mid-19th century to the present day. Selected as the Washington County seat in 1844, 
Brenham's emerging role as a center of government encouraged rapid settlement and subsequent commercial and 
economic growth. The original 1844 plat of Brenham defined the physical layout of the commercial core, with the 
courthouse square as its centerpiece, shaping the town's planning and development from then on. The arrival of the first 
railroad in 1861 transformed Brenham into an important transportation hub linking the economies of the town and 
outlying rural agricultural areas, a trend which continued into the 1950s. Brenham not only became the agricultural center 
(for processing and transportation of goods) of the county, but came to host numerous commercial endeavors many 
related to agriculture or the general support of rural dwellers, including small scale industry and manufacturing. The 
Brenham Downtown Historic District played a significant and varied role as the commercial, economic, govemmental, 
and cultural center of Washington County, and is therefore eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places 
under a number of Criteria. 

The Brenham Downtown Historic District is eligible for listing under Criterion A at the local level of significance in the 
area of Community Planning and Development as an excellent example of a mid 19'''-century town plat expanded to 
accommodate physical and functional growth. The district is also eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion A in the area of Commerce for its role as the commercial and economic center of the county, host 
to numerous influential wholesale, retail and industrial establishments. The district is eligible for listing under Criterion A 
in the area of Transportation as a reflection of the impact of railroad development on the viability and growth of 
agriculturally oriented communities. The Brenham Downtown Historic District is also eligible for listing in the under 
Criterion A at the local level of significance in the area of Government for its continuing importance as the seat of 
govemment for Washington County. Finally, this district is also eligible under Criterion C at the local level of 
significance in the area of Architecture as an intact sampling of late 19"' and 20"'-century commercial buildings that are 
reflective of local and national architectural trends during the period of significance (1856-1954). 

Immigration, Settlement, and Community Organization, 1820-1870' 

Although settlement along the Brazos River was underway before Stephen F. Austin received his first Spanish land grant 
to colonize the territory in 1821,̂  the early development of the area that later became Washington County was more 
closely linked to the establishment of the Municipality of Washington in 1835. As the Mexican govemment achieved 
independence from Spain in 1821 and established itself as a Republic in 1824, it gained control of the former Spanish 
territory of Texas and merged the land into the State of Coahuila and Texas. This large Texas territory was further 
subdivided into the Departments of Bexar and Nacogdoches, each with a capital and political leader. Because of rapidly 
increasing population, a third territorial department was created in 1834. The capital of this third area was established at 
San Felipe de Austin, just 35 miles southeast of present-day Brenham. Shortly after the formation of the Mexican-

" The following historical background is based also based on the "Historic and Architectural Resources of Brenham," specifically the 
section titled "COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND REGIONAL EXPANSION, 1870-1945." Some modifications and additions 
have been made to expand the context to include a wider variety of resources. 
' At least 85 families had "illegally" settled in the territory by 1820; most of these were traders, wild-horse hunters or farmers with no 
deed to the land they occupied. See Hasskarl, Robert A. Brenham, Texas 1844-1958. Brenham: Banner-Press Publishing Company, 
1958 (6). 
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controlled department, its citizens petitioned the political chief at San Felipe to be re-organized as the Municipality of 
Washington. The petition was approved in 1835. Only one year later, the adoption of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Texas allowed for the reorganization of the Municipality of Washington into several counties, including Washington, 
Montgomery, Brazos, Burleson, Lee, Grimes, Madison, Walker and San Jacinto.'' Washington County maintained a 
prominent role within the Republic of Texas, particularly after the selection of Washington as the capital in 1842. Despite 
its political prominence, Washington County remained sparsely populated with small communities (including 
Washington, Independence, Gay Hill, Hickory Grove, Mount Vernon, and Turkey Creek) until the immigration waves of 
the 1840s, particularly following the annexation of Texas by the United States in 1845. 

Washington (renamed Washington-on-the-Brazos after the Civil War) quickly established itself as a prominent supply and 
transit node and was selected as the first county seat of Washington County in 1836. Rapid population growth in the 
southem and southwestem areas of the county, combined with the economic decline of Washington, led citizens to 
petition for a more centrally located county seat. In 1841, Mount Vernon (six miles from present-day Brenham) was 
selected to replace Washington as a temporary county seat.' Mount Vernon residents immediately constructed a temporary 
log courthouse, but uncertainty over the town's approval as the permanent county seat prevented construction of a more 
substantial county facility or commercial buildings. Brenham (called Hickory Point or Hickory Grove until 1843 )̂, 
Independence, and Turkey Creek competed with Mount Vernon in the 1843 election to select a county seat. Turkey Creek 
and Mount Vernon were not able to obtain a sufficient number of votes and both withdrew from the race, leaving 
Brenham and Independence to contend for the designation. In February 1844, Brenham became the permanent county 
seat, winning by a margin of only three votes.' Brenham's successful bid is largely attributed to the efforts of Jabez 
Deeming Giddings (1814-1878), who toured the county speaking on behalf of Brenham's resources and advantageous 
location at the center of the county.̂  

The Congress of the Republic of Texas designated a group of commissioners to survey the town site and auction 
downtown lots beginning in April 1844.' Using 100 acres of land donated by Jesse Farral and James Hurt,'" Brenham was 
platted according to the Shelbyville courthouse square plan (Figure 1). This development pattem is characterized by a 
prominent courthouse sited on a central square that is in tum surrounded by a network of rectilinear city blocks." Major 
transportation arties run along the four sides of the courthouse square in Brenham, facilitating access to and from all parts 
of the county and state. 

Pennington, Mrs. R.E. History of Brenham and Washing County, Texas. Copyright 1915. Austin: Nortex Press, 1988 (31). 
' "WASHINGTON-ON-THE-BRAZOS, TX." The Handbook ofTexas Online. 
http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbookyonline/articles/view/WW/hvwlO.html; "MOUNT VERNON, TX." The Handbook ofTexas 
Online. <http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/view/MM/hvmav.html> 
* Brenham was originally called Hickory Grove, or according to Hasskarl, Hickory Point. In 1843, the community voted to change its 
name to Brenham in honor of Republic ofTexas hero Dr. Richard Fox Brenham. See Hasskarl 7; Pennington 31. 
' Pennington, Mrs. R.E. History of Brenham and Washing County, Texas. Copyright 1915. Austin: Nortex Press, 1988 (32). 
* JD Giddings was an early resident of Mount Vemon, where he taught school and was postmaster. He was elected to the post of 
Washington County Court clerk in 1840, and held the post (while simultaneously studying law), until he was admitted to the State Bar 
ofTexas and established his own law fiim in Brenham in 1844. "GIDDINGS, JABEZ DEMMING." The Handbook ofTexas Online. 
<http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/view/GG/fgi7.html> 
' Pennington, Mrs. R.E. History of Brenham and Washing County, Texas. Copyright 1915. Austin: Nortex Press, 1988. 

This acreage was originally part of a league of land granted to Mrs. Arabella Harriangton in 1831 under the colonization laws of the 
Mexican State of Coahuila and Texas. Hasskarl 7. 
" Veselka, Robert E. The Courthouse Square in Texas. Austin: University of Austin Press, 2000 (34-35). 
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The central square became the site of the first courthouse in Brenham. Designed by Joe Tom, Joe Miller and Hugh 
Sherrold, this simple two-story cedar building was completed in 1844.'" In late 1844, Brenham's building stock consisted 
of only the courthouse, six houses and a log school (Hickory Grove School) located one-half mile north of the 
courthouse.'̂  The first post office was established in 1846. 

Brenham's rising political and economic status as the county seat encouraged relocation from surrounding towns like 
Mount Vemon and Washington, as well as new settlement in the area. The town's future prospects as an agricultural and 
commercial center attracted many, including a growing number of merchants and professionals. Most of these new 
residents, who were primarily slaveholding Anglos, came to the area from the southem United States, but a small number 
came from the German-speaking regions of Westem Europe. Immigration increased in the late 1850s, and by 1852 the 
needs of the town and county had outstretched the capacity of the first courthouse. A new, larger two-story courthouse 
was constructed by John Stamp using Brenham-manufactured brick.'"* By 1854, after only ten years as the county seat, 
Brenham had a population of 250 residents and at least a dozen permanent businesses." By 1860, at the time of 
Brenham's first official census, the population had reached 920 (600 whites and 320 African-American slaves).'* 
Immigration halted during the Civil War, but increased overall every decade from 1860 to 1890.''' The population of 
Brenham in 1870 had reached 2221. By 1880, it had again doubled, reaching 4101. In 1890, there were 5904 residents 
living in Brenham and over 29,000 in Washington County. After almost four decades of steady growth, the population of 
Brenham began to slowly decline, a trend that would last into the 1930s. 

In addition to its Judicial and political roles, Brenham began to develop its role as the agricultural center of Washington 
County, with links to Houston and the Gulf Coast. Rich soils and an agreeable climate proved conducive toproduction of 
cotton in the area. Brenham's commercial center grew in direct response to the needs of the cotton industry (cottonseed 
oil was a major income-generating product by the 1890s) and other agricultural pursuits. Most commercial activity catered 
to the local clientele, selling farming supplies, dry goods and sundries. Early businesses included French & Nunn's 
general merchandise store, G.B. Cooke's Dry Goods, J.G. Knapp's tin shop, Rafe Fuller's saddle shop, and John & 
Jonathan Hensley's meat market.' A number of physicians and attorneys (including J.D. Giddings, and R.E.B. Baylor) 
made Brenham their residential and professional home. The commercial and professional growth that occurred in 
Brenham from the mid-1840s to 1861 underscores the town's importance in the economic development of the county and 
region. 

As Brenham grew in population and in prominence, the early wood-frame commercial buildings were replaced with 
permanent masonry structures. Perhaps the largest impetus for growth occurred in 1861, with the completion of 21.3 miles 
of the Washington County Railroad (organized by J.D. Giddings, Dewitt C. Giddings, Joseph C. Wallis and James 
Wilkins McDade) from Hempstead to Brenham. The construction of this railway, which connected to the Galveston and 

" Pennington, Mrs. R.E. History of Brenham and Washing County, Texas. Copyright 1915. Austin: Nortex Press, 1988 (33); Hasskarl 
1958: 78. 
" Brenham News, January 27, 1916. 

Historic Context; Hasskarl 1958: 78. Pennington dates the second courthouse to 1855. 
Hasskarl 8, based on reports in the Brenham Enquirer (Feb 3, 1884) and the Brenham Weekly Banner (Mar 20, 1884). 

'* Census Data reported in Hasskarl 9. 
" Historic Context. 
" See Pennington 34-35 for list of Brenham's early residents and business proprietors. 
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Red River Railway, ensured Brenham's status as a major distribution point in the region.'^ Merchants invested substantial 
capital in downtown Brenham during this booming antebellum period, and several significant buildingswere constmcted, 
including the ca.1858-1859 Bode & Ton Building (Property # 35, Noncontributing), the ca.l860 Wood's Dmg Store 
(Property #3, Contributing) and the Dobbert Building (Property #12, Contributing). The commencement of the Civil War 
in 1861 curtailed this first period of economic success, and most construction was delayed for the subsequent five years. 

At the close of the Civil War, Company B of the 17* U.S. Infantry came to Brenham to facilitate Reconstruction. In July 
1865, Federal soldiers were stationed at Post Brenham, or Camptown, to the east of downtown and in the heart of the 
African-American quarter. Military commanders were given authority to establish new city ordinances, to create and 
enforce the Freedmen's Bureau, to hold hearings, impose fines, and according to local historians, to "exercise all the 
privileges of despotism."^" For citizens who opposed Reconstruction policies, the Federal soldiers became a source of 
open hostility. A den of Ku Klux Klan was formed in Brenham around 1866, purportedly to establish "law and order". 
Socio-political conflict combined with growing racial tensions and economic uncertainty to create a period of relative 
instability that would last until the official end of Reconstruction in Brenham, marked by the withdrawal of the 17* 
Infantry in May 1870. 

Despite tumultuous political and social undercurrents, Brenham was on a civic and economic rebound by 1867. Recovery 
was slowed only slightly by the burning of a block of commercial buildings by Federal occupation troops in 1866 and by 
the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1867 which claimed the lives of approximately 500 residents (including D.C. Giddings, 
and Mrs. Sam Houston from nearby Independence). The constant threat of decimation by illness and destruction by fire 
encouraged citizens to take an active part in public health and safety. Perhaps the greatest contribution to the effort to 
ensure public safety came in the form of fire protection. Following the fire of 1866 and another small fire in 1867,̂ ^ the 
Brenham Hook and Ladder Company and the Fire Protection Company were organized. These two volunteer 
organizations merged in May 1867 to form the Brenham Volunteer Fire Department (ostensibly formed to fight fires, 
though in reality the Fire Department also functioned as a military company set to "suppress lawlessness" that 
Reconstruction engendered).̂ ^ Public cistems, initially constructed of wood and placed above-ground, were set on the 
courthouse square to supply water for fighting fires by method of bucket brigade. By March 1868, the city of Brenham 
assumed ownership of all fire-fighting equipment, and began to oversee the fire department.̂ '' The shift from volunteer-

" "WASHINGTON COUNTY RAIL ROAD." The Handbook ofTexas Online. 
<http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/view/WW/eqw6.html> 

Hasskarl 10, citing information given by Mrs. M. H. Curry in "days of Reconstruction in Brenham," Brenham Banner-Press, 27 
January 1916. 
'̂ Pennington makes reference to a "lawyer named Adams" (who was also a judge) forming a den of the Ku Klux Klan in Brenham in 

the aftermath of the September 7, 1866 Ball Confroversy. On this night, a group of Federal soldiers attempted to bring a group of 
African American women to a town ball, resulting in a melee that wounded two soldiers and killed a third. The soldiers sought 
revenge by buming the block of buildings that contained the dance hall. A month later, soldiers burned the Brenham Banner's 
newspaper production plant presumably in response to the paper's criticism of the Freedmen's Bureau. Citizens involved in the KKK 
hoped to quell this type "lawlessness" encouraged by the Federal soldiers and their Freedmen's Bureau. The meeting of the Klan were 
held in a building at 114 East Alamo, the current-day location of the JH Faske Company (formerly the First National Bank). See 
Pennington 37; Hasskarl 10. The Handbook ofTexas documents the first KKK activity in Texas to have occurred in 1868, two years 
after the Brenham Ball. 

Pennington 37-38. 
" Dietrich, Wilfred O. The Blazing Story of Washington County. Quanah: Nortex Offset Publications, 1950 and 1973 (151). 

Hasskarl 24. 
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based fire protection to city-sponsored public service enabled the city to construct at least four below-ground public 
cistems. These four cistems, built of brick, were located under the city streets, and were placed at centrally located 
intersections. Although now partially filled in and paved over, these four cistems (Property #160 at Main and Douglas, 
Property #161 at Main and Market, Property #162 at Market and Commerce, and Property #163 at Commerce and Baylor) 
represent a significant civic accomplishment and a level of infrastructural development that few Texas cities had achieved 
by the same time. At the time of their initial construction, Brenham's public cisterns provided at least 4,500 gallons of 
water each,̂ ' and were thought to provide up to 20,000 gallons by the first decade of the 20* century. The four 
documented public cistems (now Texas State Archaeological Landmarks) were part of a larger system of fire |5rotection 
that included at least thirty private cistems located in or under individual buildings in the downtown district. ' Sanbom 
Fire Insurance maps document the existence of several of these, including one large cistern in the 300 block of South Park 
Street, and one in the 200 block of South St. Charles. One formerly private cistern has been recently uncovered and 
documented on the vacant lot at 208 South Park, and serves as a representative property for the numerous undocumented 
cisterns that may still exist under many of the downtown Brenham buildings (see Property #164, 208 S. Park). Despite the 
progressive efforts of the Brenham Fire Department in the 1860s, two large and very destructive fires (in 1873 and 1877) 
soon made it apparent that bucket brigades and ladders could not successfially protect the booming city- still mostly 
constructed of wood-frame buildings - from destmction. Shortly following the 1877 fire in which at least six buildings 
along the Southem Pacific tracks were destroyed, the city purchased a Silsby Steam Fire Engine"̂  and a windmill to 
provide power to pump water from yet another 350-gaIlon cistern installed on the courthouse square.̂ ' In 1895, Brenham 
purchased a steam-powered pumper (the second in the state ofTexas), and by 1915, the city had laid water mains and 
installed fire plugs. With continually improving infrastructure and machinery, by 1925, the large underground brick 
cistems had become defunct and were filled with dirt.^' 

Growth and development in the civic realm during the late 1860s and into the 1870s paralleled increasing economic 
stabilization. By 1867, economic conditions had returned to their pre-war levels. New businesses were formed, and a 
number of new buildings were constructed. Timber mills, com and wheat processing mills and cotton gins all opened in 
Brenham during this period, and Brenham began expanding to serve markets in Houston and Galveston. 

With growing industry came the need to establish commercial banks, not only to safeguard growing profits, but to provide 
credit and other financial transactions. Benjamin Harrison Bassett and Jefferson Basset established the Bassett & Basset 

The four cistems are documented on the 1885 Sanbom map as providing 4,500 gallons of water; by 1912, the number increased to 
20,000 gallons; none of the public cistems were documented on Sanbom maps after 1920. Hasskarl cites six public cistems, though 
only four are documented on Sanbom maps. See Hasskarl 27, and compare with Sanbom maps for 1885 to 1920. 

See Sanbom maps for 1912. 
Although many of these have not been officially documented, the Brenham Main Street Program has set the number of cistems at 

"more than 30," see http://www.brenhamtx.org/mainstreet/Projects.htm. 
Fire engines such as the Silsby Steam Fire Engine were essentially wagons bearing a coal-fired boiler and a steam-driven water 

pump. These were pulled by two or three horse teams to the scene of fire where they would be hooked by hose to a water source, such 
as one of the city's fire cistems. The Brenham Silsby unit went into service in 1879 and functioned until 1922. 

The windmill was purchased in 1880. Hasskarl 26, from the Daily Banner August 27, 1880. 
°̂ Hasskarl 27. 
Hasskarl 27, from his interview with Sam Rankin, Sr on Dec 10 1956. Hasskarl writes that there were six public cistems, though 

Sanbom maps only provide evidence for four cistems. 
"̂ See Texas Almanac 1867. 
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Bank in 1866, which remained in operation until 1884.''̂  Their first banking house was a simple wood-frame building that 
was replaced by the two-story, brick Bassett & Basset Building (Property #46, NR 1983) in 1873. J.D. Giddings and D.C. 
Giddings also established their bank in 1866. which was housed in a new building at 101 East Commerce (Property #62, 
Contributing). Giddings and Giddings operated as a privately held bank until 1930, after which they handled only 
financial transactions related to the Giddings estate. Giddings & Giddings ceased this practice in 1945. '* 

The building at 112 East Alamo (Property #4, contributing), which would become the location of the Heber Stone Bank, 
the First National Bank and finally the Barnhill Drug Store, as well as the buildings at 208 East Alamo (Property #9, 
Contributing) were also built around this time. 

Economic Growth, Community Development and Regional Expansion, 1870-1945̂ *' 

Anglo-American settlement pattems, social organization, political establishments and economic environments continued 
to predominate in Brenham through 1870. Following the exit of Federal soldiers on May 21, 1870, a new period of 
immigration, expansion and economic development commenced. The period was marked by the growing influence of a 
range of ethnic groups, especially freed blacks and Germans. Population expanded rapidly in the late 1870s, and by 1879. 
there were 4200 residents within the city limits. Between June 1878 and June 1879, 102 new homes were built within 
these boundaries. The central business district housed 150 businesses in two- and three-story brick buildings. 

European immigration increased significantly in the late 19th Century, with the largest concentration of new settlers 
arriving between 1880 and 1883. Most were German and arrived in Galveston by ship, later coming to Brenham by rail. 
Those who could not afford rail transportation rode horseback , in oxcarts, or walked. Many of the new settlers took up 
farming, though a large number had skills in smithing, photography, tailoring, baking, or precision machine work. The 
German influence in the business community, and in the cultural life of Brenham, strengthened as the 19th Century came 
to a close. 

By World War I , Brenham was widely considered a "German town," and both German and Polish languages were widely 
spoken and taught in schools. For more on the influence of European settlers, and German cultural activities in 
Brenham, refer to the section of William Bean's historic context statement entitled, "COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
AND REGIONAL EXPANSION, 1870-1945." 

After 1870, Brenham's economy was further strengthened by diversification. Banking, transportation-related business, 
light industry, skilled craftsmanship, building trades, and wholesale and retail sales became as important as agricultural 
endeavors. During the late 19''' and early 20"" centuries, a large portion of Brenham's economy remained directly linked to 
agricultural production, but general mercantile activity, silk and cigar manufacturing, cottonseed oil production, mattress 
manufacturing, food and fiber processing, and metal fabrication soon became significant economic activities. While 
Brenham did become a leading agricultural processing center during this period, these support industries also prospered 
and helped define the character of the town. 

" Hasskarl 21. 
*̂ Hasskarl 21. 

" Hasskarl 15, 
Hasskarl 77. 
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Banking 
Despite solid competition from the already-established Bassett & Bassett and Giddings & Giddings banking houses, 
banking continued to be lucrative for other firms. The F. A. Engeike Bank was organized in 1875 and was located at 101 
E. Commerce (Property #62, Noncontributing). The bank operated under this name until 1883, when it became the First 
National Bank. In 1890, First National consolidated with the year-old Heber Stone Bank, which occupied 112 East Alamo 
(Property #4, Contributing). The First National Bank occupied this building until 1923, when it moved to a newly 
constructed bank building, designed by the Fort Worth architecture firm of Sanguinet and Staats (Property # 5, 
Contributing). Other banks were established in this period, including the 1905 Washington County State Bank and the 
Farmer's National Bank, which was organized in 1916 and located in the ca. 1870 building at 101 S. Baylor (Property # 
124, Contributing). 

Transportation 

In 1871, the short line established by the Washington County Railroad was purchased by the Houston & Texas Central 
(H&TC) Railroad and extended from Brenham to Austin, providing increased economic incentives and new opportunities 
for transporting goods. The Gulf Colorado and Santa Fe (GC&SF) Railroad arrived in Brenham in 1880, thus providing 
direct access to the Galveston port. Brenham's location on these two major railroad lines brought large shipments of 
goods into the area and sent even larger shipments out. This transportation activity further stimulated commercial and 
banking activities and prompted industrial and agricultural processing businesses that depended on rail service. Freight 
depots for both the H&TC Railroad and the GC&SF Railroad were constructed alongside their respective tracks. Both of 
these depots were initially modest, utilitarian wood-frame buildings. In 1915, the H&TC depot (Property #85, 
Contributing) was expanded and reconstmcted. The GC&SF Railroad built a similar depot at its lot on Austin street in 
1925. A joint passenger terminal for both of these railroads was constructed at the intersection of the railroad, near the site 
of the current Washington County Chamber of Commerce (Property #147, Noncontributing). This passenger depot 
appears on Sanbom maps as early as 1891, but was demolished in the 1940s. 

Building trades and other light industries 

Several unusual industries found their home in Brenham beginning around 1880. In 1878, C.F. Herbst established a small 
silk-manufacturing business in Brenham. He had been experimenting with silk worms and found that the Brenham climate 
was well suited to the endeavor. He obtained 1000 mulberry trees from Japan, and began producing silk fiber of good 
color and strength. However, processing proved difficult and he soon abandoned the project.̂ ^ The cigar manufacturing 
industry also flourished in Brenham around 1880. The town had two cigar factories, each with about 20 employees.'̂  The 
mattress-manufacturing industry began in Brenham as early as 1891, with the first noted mattress maker located on Main 
Street. The ca.l920 building at 212 E. Alamo was home to the Brenham Mattress Factory for a number of years. By 1955, 
the mattress industry had expanded and was incorporated into Sealy Mattresses.̂ ' Bottling and beer brewing was also a 
long-standing industry in Brenham. The 1885 Sanbom maps show that a bottling works was in business on the south side 
of West First. This establishment, identified as Corte's Bottling Works in 1891, existed under a variety of different names 

" This information was obtained by Hasskarl in a private interview. He does not mention the year in which Herbst's silk production 
ceased. See Hasskarl 16. 

Hasskarl 16. 
Brenham Chamber of Commerce, An Industrial Inventory of Brenham, 1955 (Brenham: Brenham Chamber of Commerce, 1955). 
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through the 1930s. The Lone Star Brewing Company, Pearl Beer distribution and now the Brenham Brewery all have 
made their home within the same block as the oldest bottling plant in Brenham. Brenham was also home to an Ice Factory, 
located at 213-215 S. St. Charles (Property #104, Contributing and Property #105, Noncontribufing). The core of these 
two buildings housed massive coolers, and in the late 1880s the adjacent buildings fronting on Market street served as the 
large ice house (Property #87, Contributing and Property #86, Noncontributing). The adjacent building at 211 S. St. 
Charles (Property #103, Contributing) at one time served as a support retail establishment, showing "ice box samples" 
among other things. The Brenham Ice factory was perhaps a forerunner of Polar Ice, which is currently housed at 314 S. 
Park (Property #135, Noncontributing). 

Brenham also supported several planing mills during these years. The best known mill was at Academy and Market 
Street, owned and operated by M. Russi. He is noted for constructing the Brenham School at 600 East Alamo in 1883. 
There is little information on the other planing mills. 

The first documented lumberyard was on Park Street near the railroad tracks and was owned by W.A. Wood and T.A. 
Low. It was established in 1872 and operated through 1886 as Wood and Low Lumber Company. After 1886, Wood 
retained sole ownership, but the lumber yard was renamed the Brenham Lumber Company. Low opened Low and 
Stuckert lumberyard at 400 South Austin in 1889. It was reorganized as T.A. Low and Sons in 1905 and as Farmers 
Merchants Lumber Company in 1933, the name under which it operated through the 1980s. In 1888, F.W. Wood, a former 
employee of Wood and Low Lumber Company, established his own lumber company, Frank W. Wood Lumber. It was 
later renamed Woodson Lumber Company and is still in operation on the southeast comer of Clinton and East Commerce 
Streets. Wood built several buildings in downtown Brenham, including 211 S. St Charles. Brothers Alex and Will Griffen 
used the rear of the T.A. Low building on South Austin Street as a cabinet and woodworking shop. Alex Griffen is noted 
as the builder of many buildings in Brenham, including the Cannery (Property #16, Contributing) and the Farmer's 
National Bank at 101 S. Baylor. The Griffens also produced a variety of decorative spindles, brackets, and trim work 
found in Brenham. Although there were other lumberyards and woodworkers in Brenham, there is little information 
available at this time. 

Several local industries produced building materials used in Brenham and the sunounding region. There was at least one. 
and possibly several, brick plants in the Brenham vicinity, but the dates and locations of their operation remains to be 
documented. References to their existence, however, have been noted in several publications and oral interviews. The 
second Washington County Courthouse was constmcted in 1852 of Brenham brick,''" and some area residents believed 
that the third, built in 1883, was originally scheduled to be constructed of Brenham brick. The specifications, however, 
were later changed, and it was constructed with Houston brick shipped in by raif" Other local buildings of note, however, 
were constmcted of Brenham brick. The Bassett and Bassett Banking House was constmcted by Wilde and Company 
Brick Yard, Brenham, Texas. Although brickyards operated in Brenham, the ideal mineral deposits necessary for a 
successful brick-making operation were not present in the area. The brick made in the vicinity was too sandy and 
crumbled easily. Rather than be deterred by this lack of quality, owners and contractors stuccoed the exterior of buildings 
constructed with Brenham brick. In many cases the stucco was then scored to resemble stone, which was considered a 
more prestigious building material than brick. A number of the commercial buildings constructed during the late 19th 
century in the downtown illustrate the use of scored stucco. 

Hasskarl 8. 
Hasskarl 17. 
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Another building material produced locally was cast iron. In the years following the Civil War, cast iron was increasingly 
used for structural components and, along with pressed metal and galvanized iron sheeting, was also used as an 
architectural element. Cast iron was molded into window caps, lintels, window sills, columns, pilasters, and comices. Cast 
iron elements were often combined to create entire store fronts. Some of the best known manufacturers were George 
Mesker and Company and the Union Iron Foundry, both of St. Louis, Missouri; Vulcan Iron Works of Fort Worth; 
Phoenix Iron Works of Houston; Lee Iron Works of Galveston; and Beaumier Brothers Iron Works of Brenham. 
Beaumier Brothers Iron Works (Property #110, Contributing) was established in 1883, when Joseph H. and L. C. 
Beaumier purchased the Brenham Foundry and Machine Shop from C.A. Peyton. The Beaumier brothers were Canadian, 
and likely came to Texas around the time they purchased the foundry. 

Beaumier Brothers first produced cast metal items for local consumption and eventually expanded into regional markets 
as the railroad began to provide a wider transportation network. The patterns used by Beaumier Brothers in the production 
of cast iron storefronts include the following motifs: shell, parallel bars, bull's eyes, half rounds, twining vine with 
flowers, and lattice. In later years, from about 1940 to 1970, the iron works also manufactured manhole covers. Don 
Hoffmann was manager of the company from 1899 until 1946, when the business was purchased by Evelyn Beaumier and 
her husband Travis Voelkel. Beaumier Brothers cast iron storefronts, pilasters and thresholds are found on numerous 
buildings in Brenham, and have also been observed in the nearby towns of Burton, Elgin, and Giddings. The owners still 
have many of the original mold pattems, though the foundry is no longer active. 

Agricultural activities 

Brenham became a leading agricultural processing center in the late 19"̂  and early 20' centuries. Activities included the 
ginning of raw cotton, processing of cotton fiber into textiles, and refining the cotton seed into oil. The first cotton mill 
was organized in 1901 by leading investors from Brenham and was fully operational on East Commerce Street by 1903. 
After the financial panic of 1909 forced it to close, it was reorganized in 1911 as the South Texas Cotton Mill. The mill 
prospered through the 1920s but was closed in 1931 during the Great Depression. It was again reorganized in 1937 and 
named the Brenham Cotton Mill, Inc. The mill purchased all the cotton available in the county before also buying from 
farmers in surrounding counties. This policy fueled the regional economy and provided a convenient market for local 
farmers' crops. During its many years of production, the mill also stimulated supportive industries in Brenham, including 
shipping and communication services. In addition, the company employed a number of Brenham citizens, who benefited 
from steady employment for a number of years. The mill also owned and maintained 39 houses on property adjacent to 
the plant grounds for its employees, but they are no longer extant.'' 

Other agricultural production companies were the Brenham Cotton Oil and Manufacturing Company, established on First 
Street in 1891, and the Seidel Gin and Warehouse on the southwest comer of East Commerce and Clinton Streets. There 
were many other gins in Brenham and the surrounding area during the heyday of the cotton producing industry. Most of 
these buildings have been demolished in recent years as the size of the annual cotton crop has continued to decline. The 
Washington County agricultural agent could list only two possible cotton growers in the county during the 1984 season. 
Livestock husbandry has replaced cotton farming as the most prevalent agricultural activity in the county, a dramatic 
change from the 1930s. 

*̂  Historic Context. 
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Another agricultural processing activity that has contributed significantly to the Brenham economy is the Blue Bell 
Creamery Company. Begun in 1907 as the Brenham Creamery Company near First and South Austin Streets, its purpose 
was to manufacture and sell various types of milk products from the excess cream of local dairies. Several years later, the 
business moved to an abandoned cotton gin at Creamery and South Washington Streets and operated primarily as a butter-
producing plant. In 1911, the company began to make ice cream. Eventually the butter production was discontinued and 
the more successful ice cream production expanded. It has grown to become Brenham's largest employer and one of the 
largest manufacturers of frozen snacks in the southwest. Blue Bell is regarded as a Texas institution with a national 
reputation. Although this property lies outside of the proposed historic district, it serves as a major economic force in 
Brenham. 

With the success of a diversified economy that included not only agriculture, but also processing, shipping, 
manufacturing, banking, retail and wholesale, Brenham flourished through the turn-of-the-century and into the 1930s. 
Although overall population decreased from 1900 to 1910, this first decade was prosperous for the town. Because of a 
large availability of capital around 1912, Brenham witnessed great activity in building and general infrastructural 
improvement. Many new homes were built, and businesses were reconstructed or remodeled. Downtown merchants and 
professionals were interested in expanding their floor space and continuing to modemize their buildings.'" During this 
decade, the central business district received a significant facelift that would not be equaled again until after World War 
II . Physical alterations to older buildings included the replacement of post-supported awnings with newer awnings that 
hung from the fa9ade on iron chains or rods, and the installation of plate glass show windows to replace the old two- and 
three-door openings to stores. Beginning in 1901, electric lighting began to be installed in a number of buildings, 
gradually replacing the gas lighting that had come to Brenham in 1880 (The Brenham OperaHouse was the first building 
equipped with gas lights).*" 

The United States Post Office (Property #96, Contributing), designed under U.S. Treasury supervising architect James A. 
Wetmore, was constructed during this period, in 1915. The H&TC Railroad Depot was also constructed around 1915, 
lending a more dignified and permanent air to transportation and agriculture-related facilities adjacent to the train tracks. 
Other businesses benefited from this period of prosperity, including the Schuerenbergs, who were able to construct new 
commercial buildings in which to expand their blacksmith, buggie-repair, and retail hardware shops. At one time, the 
Schuerenberg enterprise had expanded to five downtown buildings. Page and Page Architects of Austin were also invited 
to Brenham to design a large department store at 105-107 E. Main (Property #36, Contributing), thus signaling a change 
in not only the retail industries, but in the way residents were able to shop. 

Perhaps the most significant infrastructural improvement was led by the newly formed Young Men's Business 
Association, which spearheaded an effort to get hard-surfaced paving for the city streets. At least eight miles of concrete 
sidewalks and masonry drainage gutters were also laid. The first attempt at paving had been in 1877, when the newly 
established Street Commissioner and City Engineer tried to pave a section at the comer of Baylor and Alamo with 
conglomerated-compound pavement. Brenham streets were generally dirt (mud) before being paved. Despite the early 

Haskarl 19. 
Hasskarl 19. 
Hasskarl 31. 
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efforts of the YMBA (which grew into the Brenham Chamber of Commerce in 1917''*), the majority of streets in the 
downtown district were not paved until a bond issue passed in 1922. This initial phase was finished in 1925.̂ ^ 

The 1920s witnessed another period of growth and new construction, though it did not equal that of the early 1910s. The 
city's population in 1925 was 6,135, down slightly from 6,140 in 1912. From 1920 to 1925, at least six new buildings 
were constructed in the downtown district. Among these was the 1925 Simon Theater (Property #56, Contributing), 
designed by Alfred Finn and commissioned, owned and operated by Alex and James Simon. The two-story, brick Sante 
Fe Railway Depot was constructed in the same year by local Brenham builder Alex Griffen. 

The 1920s and early 1930s brought extremes in financial prosperity and losses. By March 1933, the Great Depression 
deepened and unemployment was widespread. The onset of economic hardship immediately affected constmction and 
remodeling in downtown Brenham. Activity slowed for almost ten years, from 1925 to 1934, but development was 
stimulated by the arrival of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in 1934. From 1934 to 1936, the CCC maintained a 
large camp north of Fireman's Park on Horton Street. This camp consisted of 25 buildings and housed 300 men. This was 
primarily a soil conservation camp, and among the many jobs they performed was rural terracing in Washington County. 
There is limited documentation regarding the work completed by the CCC in the city of Brenham; nevertheless, the Corps 
had a significant presence in the town and county for a number of years. Perhaps more influential was the arrival of the 
Works Progress Administration. This organization, and the laborers and federal funding thataccompanied it, facilitated a 
number of construction projects around the city between 1936 and 1941. The WPA is credited with the constmction the 
Washington County Courthouse, the public cannery, the public library building and the high school gymnasium,as well 
as Regency Hall at nearby Blinn Junior College. 

By the early 1940s, Brenham had developed into a vibrant community with a solid economic base that served a regional 
population. This economy primarily depended on agriculture (cotton), light industry (mattress manufacturing and the Blue 
Bell creamery), and transportation services. The German population had added a distinct flavor to the original Anglo-
American presence in business, social, and educational affairs. African Americans also played a role that, although 
segregated, was significant by comparison to many comparably sized communities in the state. Brenham, probably more 
than most cities, accepted the New Deal programs with enthusiasm, and a number of properties are therefore related to 
those. The building phase of the 1930s and 1940s resulted in a rich architectural environment that combined mid- to late-
19"* and 20'''-century form and aesthetics. 

Development, Post-World War II to mid-1950s 

The greatest shift following World War II occurred not so much within the physical fabric of the city, but within the 
economic activities of its residents. Agriculture (the cotton industry in particular), once the core of Brenham's economy, 
began to decline. In 1950, there were 2929 farms in the area, 28% fewer than existed in 1935.̂ * While the number of 
farms decreased, the average acreage of each increased significantly, signally a change in land use. Farmers, now with 
larger acreage, shifted emphasis from crop production to ranching. While cotton was still the leading cash crop in 
Washington County (accounting for 95% of all crops sold), livestock began to bring a significant profit.^' As needs of 

Hasskart 19. 
Hasskarl 35. 
An Industrial Inventory of Brenham, 1955: 8. 

'" An Industrial Inventory of Brenham, 1955: 8. 
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farmers changed, the function of the Brenham market was modified. Farming became more "commercialized and 
capitalistic,""' and Brenham expanded its retail activity in response to these forces. The Brenham Industrial Foundation 
was organized in September 1953 in an effort to bring new manufacturing firms to the city. Maddox Furniture Company. 
Rogers Bedding Company and Bab-Chic Sports Wear all made Brenham home by 1957. By the mid-1950s, wholesale 
activities had also become significant in the economy of the town. In 1955, there were eight auto dealerships, seven drug 
stores, six farm implement distributors, three florists, thirty-two gas stations (compared to the two that occupied the 
downtown district in 1931), two hardware stores, three jewelry stores, one music store and one shoe store in Brenham. ' 
Pearl Distribution (and later, Lone Star Beer) had a large presence on West First Street, occupying several industrial 
buildings and the better part of two blocks (evident by 1956, see aerial photo). The Brenham Cotton Mill was the largest 
employer in Brenham in 1955 (235 employees), although Brenham Cotton Oil and Manufacturing employed 67 people 
and Sealy Mattress had 33 workers." Creameries such as Blue Bell and the Camation Company played a significant role 
in employment, with 40 and 20 employees respectively. Beaumier Iron Works had expanded, and the Schuerenbergs were 
still in business. Three were at least two ice companies and three bottling works (including Property #59, Contributing and 
Property #60, Contributing). Tourism seems to have increased in the post war years, evidenced by a substantial increase in 
the number of hotels and motels. Automobile tourism grew in popularity, spawning at least five motel courts and cabin 
courts in Brenham. Tourism (and most entertainment and education for that matter) was still segregated, as there were 
separate facilities for "colored" travelers and residents, such as the Burrel Courts. 

World War II halted the physical development of downtown Brenham, due in part to material rationing and a dispersal of 
the young labor force. However, in the decade following the war, construction in the city surpassed all previous records. 
According to Hasskarl and the Brenham Banner Press, almost all businesses were rebuilt or remodeled. Residential 
construction also increased substantially, as the population increased from 5,968 in 1900 to 9,562 in 1956. Improvements 
to the city's infrastructure occurred at a rapid pace: a second street paving project was started in 1947, and a third in 1956. 
In 1956, Brenham had a total of 35 miles of streets, and half of these were paved by the end of the 1956-58 paving 
program.'̂  A public bus line was organized in 1947 but discontinued after a few years, as the privately-owned automobile 
became more affordable and popular. 

Few new buildings were constructed in the downtown district between the close of World War II and the mid-1950s. The 
commercial warehouse at 216 W. Alamo (Property #34, Noncontributing) was constructed in 1950, and the Kugel 
Building at 104 S. Douglas (Property #142, Noncontributing) was built in 1957- these are the only two examples of infill 
construction in this period. Several industrial buildings were erected, including the complex of metal-clad industrial 
buildings along W. First that housed Pearl Distribution and Lone Star Beer (Properties #74, 77 and 84, all 
Noncontributing). New modemized gas and service stations sprang up on the periphery of the district, but none appeared 
within the established boundaries. A number of significant properties were demolished during this period, including the 
Union Passenger Depot, a ca.l930 filling station at the comer of W. Main and Alamo, and a number of residences that 
lined the north side of Main Street. The commercial district expanded into this northern area, as is evidenced by a number 
of later buildings constructed to the north of Vulcan. It seemed far more common to renovate existing buildings in the 
downtown district, and a number of physical alterations occurred in the postwar era. 

Hasskarl 4. 
An Industrial Inventory of Brenham, 1955: 16-17. 
An Industrial Inventory of Brenham, 1955: 16-17. 

" Hasskarl. 
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The most significant trend was the enveloping of historic buildings in metal slipcovers, as is evidenced by period photos 
of the court house square. The Farmer's National Bank (Property #124, Contributing) and the Navartil Music House 
(Property #123, Contributing) were slip-covered until at least the mid-1980s. Faske Jewelry Building (Property #49, 
Noncontributing) still retains its well-designed cortugated metal casing. Storefronts were altered and replaced, and 
interiors were modified to accommodate new fixtures and mechanical systems. Despite these alterations, downtown 
Brenham retains much of its historic fabric. The physical character of the postwar town is not altogether different from 
that of Brenham in the late 1930s. Brenham did, like other small Texas towns, expanded on its periphery, but the 
downtown district retains a high concentration of intact buildings as well as a vital business community. 

Representative Properties 

Pampell-Glissman Building, ca.l860 
106 W. Main 

Two-part commercial 
Property #52 

Contributing 
Photo 1 

The Pampell-Glissman Building was constructed in 1860 by T. J. Pampell.̂ '' The fa9ade of this two-story, two-part 
commercial building is divided into three bays. The fa9ade is constmcted of brick, clad with a layer of stucco. The visible 
side elevations feature bare and unpainted brick. The ground fioor is composed of four cast iron columns, flush with the 
brick fa9ade, and an inset cast iron store front (complete with threshold) and inset entr\' portal. The manufacturer for the 
cast iron elements is stamped on the threshold, but is illegible. The double entry door is elaborately decorated, and is 
thought to have once been at the Giddings Mansion located on the corner of Vulcan and North Park. The ground floor 
bays are defined by the cast iron columns, which are translated into brick pilasters on the second level. The first and 
second floors are separated by a wide horizontal segment (with a string course marking the top and bottom of this 
horizontal segment). Windows on the upper floor are vertically elongated and feature pronounced sills and segmental-
arched lintels. The window hoods, pediments and decorative surrounds are cast iron. Two elevators were installed inside 
the building when it housed a car and buggy shop. 

The Pampell-Glissman building functioned as a dry goods store, sewing machine repair shop, a wholesale grocery, and an 
auto sales shop (around 1920) before the Glissman family obtained the property in 1924. Carl Heinrich Glissman, the only 
child of Minnie Lange and Charles H. Glissman, was educated at the Old Central School and was then privately tutored 
for another two years. Glissman first worked for Ignaz Novakowsky at a grocery store in downtown Brenham, and later 
for druggist Joe Tristram as a bottle washer (probably at the Wood's Drug/Tristram Pharmacy Building). At age 20. 
Glissman entered the University ofTexas Medical School, from which he graduated in 1904. Between school terms, he 
worked at Graham and Campbell Drug Store. Upon graduation, Glissman obtained a job as a pharmacist with Theo 
Schirmacher. He remained with Schirmacher for 20 years, saving money to open his own business. On October 9, 1924. 
Glissman opened the drug store at 106 W. Main. He was perhaps one of the first pharmacists to offer a curbside 
prescription service. Carl Glissman died in 1968. His business, though no longer a pharmacy, is still owned and operated 
by his family. 

Research conducted by William Bean indicates that the Pampell-Glissman Building was constmcted in 1860, yet Sanbom maps date 
the building to 1880. 
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Basset and Bassett, 1873 
222 E. Main 
NR 1983/RTHL 

Two-part commercial 
Property #46 

Contributing 
Photo 2 

The Bassett and Bassett Banking House, constructed in 1873 is a three-story, two-part commercial brick building. The 
building is constructed of locally manufactured brick from the Wild and Company brick plant. Like many buildings made 
of soft Brenham brick, the Bassett and Bassett Banking House has an outer layer of stucco that is scored to resemble 
stone. The Bassett and Bassett Banking House exhibits features typical of the late 19th-century Italianate style, including 
arched door and window hoods, projecting brick pilasters, and brick stringcourses that accent the three different floor 
levels. 

At ground level the load-bearing perimeter walls are approximately 16 inches thick. There are eight windows on the 
ground floor, and 11 each on the second and third floors. All windows are 1/1. The building has four entrances. The 
principal entrance is a double door placed on the chamfered northeast corner of the bank building, at the intersection of 
Main and Market streets. The other three portals are narrow single doors, one fronting Main Street on the north elevation 
and tw o situated side by side near the chamfered back comer of the east elevation. 

On January 2, 1858, Benjamin Henry and Thomas Jefferson Bassett purchased property at the comer of Goat Row and 
Main from Frank Hubert. They organized the Bassett and Bassett Banking House in 1866, the same year as the other 
major local Brenham bank, the Giddings and Giddings Bank. These two institutions were privately owned and were 
unchartered. The original bank building was a modest word-framed structure that stood on the present lot of Bassett and 
Bassett Banking House. After six years of lucrative banking business, the Bassett brothers decided to replace the original 
building with a more substantial two-story brick building. The new building opened in November 1873, six months after 
construction began. Thomas Bassett managed the bank until his death in 1884. At this time, his widow inherited his 
interest in the property. Although she sold her share, Benjamin retained his ownership and continued to practice law from 
the offices located on the second floor. In 1906. Mrs. Sallie B. Milroy purchased the building. The banking house was 
originally a two-story building, but sometime between 1912 and 1920 (according to Sanborn Maps) the Milroys added the 
third floor. An additional bay was also constructed on the south end of the bldg. The second floor was then converted to a 
private residence for the owners, and the third floor became office space. After the bank closed in 1884, the first floor was 
used for various commercial purposes. Other changes that occurred at this same time include the constmction of second 
stairway and the installation of a small elevator. 

Beaumier Brothers Iron Works, 1925/1883 
311 S. Baylor 

Industrial / One-part commercial 
Property #110 

Contributing 
Photo 3 & 4 

The Beaumier Brothers Iron Works consists of several buildings constructed at various points in the history of the 
foundry. The lot extends between S. Baylor on the west to S. Market on the east. The first building was a wood-frame 
building erected near the eastem end of the lot facing Market street, built prior to 1883. This building housed the original 
foundry and machine shop,. As early as 1885, a second building was joined to the westem end of the foundry. By 1891, a 
separate small wood-frame office was constructed to the west of the foundry building, and a frame boarding house was 
erected at the westem end of the lot. It is unclear whether this property was associated with the Beaumier family. By 
1901, the building was extended again, and subdivided into three distinct shops: the foundry, the machine shop and the 
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pattern shop. The office building that appeared in 1891 was subsumed by the pattem shop. At this time, the foundry 
appears to have been clad in either brick or a thick, sheet-iron cladding. The boarding house was demolished by 1906, 
with a small frame building erected in its place. The property retained this appearance and structure (frame clad in sheets 
of iron) until about 1925, when the one-story, one-part commercial brick building was constructed at the westem edge of 
the lot. This shared a rear wall and intemal passage with the earlier buildings, though it was built of superior materials 
including a steel-truss roof and plastered interior walls. The complex is intact, though the earliest frame buildings are in 
poor condition. 

Beaumier Brothers Iron Works was established by Joseph H. and L.C. Beaumier around 1883, when the brothers 
purchased the Brenham Foundry and Machine Shop from C. S. Peyton. The Beaumier brothers were Canadian, and likely 
came to Texas around the time they purchased the foundry. Beaumier Brothers produced cast metal items for local 
consumption and eventually expanded into area markets as the railroad began to provide a wider transportation network. 
The pattems used by Beaumier Brothers in the production of cast iron storefronts include the following motifs: shell, 
parallel bars, bull's eyes, half rounds, twining vine with fiowers, and lattice. In later years, from c. 1940-1970, the iron 
works also manufactured manhole covers. Don Hoffmann was manager of the company from 1899-1946 when the 
business was purchased by Evelyn Beaumier and her husband Travis Voelkel. Beaumier Brothers cast iron storefronts, 
pilasters and thresholds are found on numerous buildings in Brenham, and have been observed in the nearby towns of 
Burton, Elgin, and Giddings. The owners still have many of the original mold pattems, though the foundry is no longer 
active. 

There are approximately 10 remaining examples of Beaumier Brothers cast iron building facades and thresholds in 
Brenham. 

Schmid Brothers Building, 1899-1900 
107 W. Commerce 
HABS documented 

Two-part commercial 
Property #64 

Contributing 
Photo 5 

The Schmid Brothers Building, now the Ant Street Inn, is a two-story, two-part commercial brick building. The fa9ade is 
divided into six bays, demarcated by pilasters that terminate with Corinthian capitals at the comice line. Four of the six 
bays have entry portals, each with a set of double doors. Entry doors are tucked beneath a full-fa9ade metal awning. The 
central entry bay (facing Commerce Street) is marked by an arched brick lintel. A denticulated string course projects from 
the fa9ade only in alternating bays. The parapet is also stepped, with emphasis on altemating bays. Architectural details 
include a Beaumier Brothers cast iron store front at ground level and a Romanesque arched arcade on the second. The 
original 1/2 wood sash windows with arched decorative brick hoods are intact. Known alterations to the building include 
the replacement of the roof in 1900 (the original was destroyed in the 1900 storm) and removal of the comice in the 
1930s. 

Joe, Ben and Sigmund Schmid - all brothers recently immigrated from Switzerland ~ opened a grocery business near 
Industry in 1880. They moved to Brenham around 1890 and rented a building at 215 W. First Street, part of which is still 
standing. In 1899 they had the Schmid Building at 101-103 W. Commerce (now 107 W. Commerce) constmcted at a cost 
of $28,000. Orientation of the building was toward Commerce Street, unlike the previous building that faced Park Street 
(formerly called North Street). The Schmid Building was equipped with a hand-crank freight elevator and hardwood 
floors. The 1901 Sanborn Map labels the Schmid Building, and indicates that the first businesses were a dry goods and 
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clothing shop, a grocery, a saloon, a beer depot and printing house (second floor), and a hay warehouse (on the western
most bay) - with one business in each bay. The building changed hands in 1929 and became a Kash & Karry. Eddie 
Schmid, a grandson of one of the founders, ran a Savitall Grocery and Market out of the building for 24 years. 

United States Post Office and Federal Bldg, 1915 Classical Revival Contributing 
105 South Market Property #96 Photo 7 
NR 1990 

The United States Post Office and Federal Building at 105 South Market, now the home of the Washington County 
Heritage Museum, was overseen by U.S. Treasury supervising architect James A. Wetmore and constmcted in 1915-1916. 
It was commissioned during the Woodrow Wilson administration, when Texan David Houser was Post Master General, 
and is similar to Wetmore's U.S. Post Office in Belton, Texas (constmcted between 1915 and 1918). The United States 
Post Office and Federal Building is located just west of the commercial core of Brenham, on the east side of Market 
Street. The United States Post Office and Federal Building was constructed on a prominent comer lot at Main and Market 
(formerly the site of Airdome Moving Pictures and J.L. Lockett's Livery), and was sited in the block just north of the 
Sheriffs Office and County Jail (now demolished). 

The United States Post Office and Federal Building is a 1-story masonry building resting on a raised concrete foundation. 
The building is composed as a central block with wings. This three-part composition reads as an inset classical portico 
flanked by projecting subordinate units on the north and south comers. The walls are load-bearing red brick, covered with 
a hipped sheet metal roof All windows are 6/6 sash in either a nanow vertical form (two lights wide) or a common form 
(three lights wide). The property exhibits typical Classical Revival details that include six Ionic columns in antis, 
limestone stringcourse above the portico, decorative inset limestone panels, and a denticulated comice. 

The United States Post Office and Federal Building is listed in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C 
in the area of Architecture. It is one of only two Classical Revival properties in Brenham (the other being Brenham High 
School). The property retains a high degree of integrity and is associated with the local context "Community Development 
and Regional Expansion 1870-1941." 

First National Bank, 1923 Two-part commercial Contributing 
114 E. Alamo Property #5 Photo 8 

In April 1920, the First National Bank of Brenham, then located at 112 E. Alamo, authorized the purchase of the adjacent 
Keber Building (114 E. Alamo). The Keber Building was soon demolished, and the lot was cleared for the constmction of 
a new facility. Sanguinet and Staats, a prestigious architectural firm from Ft. Worth, were hired to design the new bank 
building. Central Constmction Company of Dallas served as the contractor. Construction was completed in 1923, and the 
First National Bank vacated 112 E. Alamo, authorizing extensive renovations to suit the subsequent tenant, Bamhill Drug. 

The First National Bank building, as designed by Sanguinet and Staats, is a three-story, two-part commercial building. 
This is one of the few unpainted brick buildings in Brenham. The fa9ade is divided into three bays, defined by oversized 
fluted pilasters with simplified Corinthian capitals that flank the central entry bay, and massive brick pilasters that mark 
the edges of the building. The entry features an omate Classically-inspired architrave with an um and garland frieze, and a 
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row of dentils below. The comice is dropped just below the third floor, and features a double row of corbelling and 
molded shamrocks and fretwork. A simpler corbelled stringcourse placed above the third floor accents the projecting 
parapet. Other details include glass block windows flanking the central bay on the ground floor and a metal deposit box 
with engravings imbedded in the eastem comer of the building. 

The building was remodeled in 1955. Additional banking facilities were added to the basement and the windows of the 
east fa9ade of the first story were changed. These changes do not significantly affect the integrity of the building. The 
First National Bank moved its headquarters in 1965, and the building was sold to First Savings Association of Brenham. It 
is now the home of the J.H. Faske Company. 

Simon Theater, 1925 Two-part commercial Contributing 
109 W. Main Property #56 Photo 9 

The Simon Theater was designed by noted Houston architect Alfred C. Finn, with R. P. Ball, also of Houston, acting as 
contractor. Alex and James Simon, prominent businessmen in Brenham, commissioned the Simon Theater, which opened 
on November 25, 1925. The theater was constructed on the site of the ca.l 860 Crumpler/Pennington Hotel, which bumed 
in 1905. When the Simon Theater was constructed, it was surrounded by residential properties to the north, an auto repair 
shop and Wangemann-Reichardt Wholesale Grocers to the west, and a fumiture store to the south. 

The Simon Theater is a two-story, two-part commercial building clad in multi-colored brick (this brick is distinct from 
most brick in Brenham, and was probably imported rather than made locally). The fa9ade is divided into five bays, 
delineated by pilasters that stretch from the ground level to the comice and are capped with composite capitals. The 
central bay is flanked by double pilasters, while the remaining four bays are marked by a single pilaster ornately decorated 
with brick pilasters. A ribbon of three windows appears between each bay (each window separated by a small brick 
pilaster). The building features a corbelled brick comice and a protruding parapet top with Grecian urn finials. The ground 
floor originally housed two storefronts and the theater entrance; although this configuration has been altered, the location 
of the theater entrance has been retained. Alterations to materials on the ground floor include the replacement of original 
doors and windows, painting of multi-colored brick, and the addition of mosaic tiles around the entryway. This tile 
matches the mosaic present at Faske Jewelry. The building features a full-fa9ade wrap around pressed metal awning 
supported on poles in brick footings. This awning is not original but was added during the period of significance. The 
protruding marquee has been altered slightly, but otherwise retains its original configuration and location. Most alterations 
appear to have been made during the period of significance, and a photograph dated 1954 shows the Simon essentially as 
it appears today. 

The theater was located in the south end of the building and was outfitted with leather-upholstered opera chairs, which 
provided seating for 558 in the auditorium and 235 in the gallery. The main entrance to the theater was on Main Street 
(under the marquee). A separate "colored" entrance was accessed on the east side of the building (facing Park Street) and 
featured its own ticket booth and secluded access to the gallery seating. These features are still intact. The Simon also 
featured a large ballroom on the north side of the second floor. The building was originally equipped with modem heating 
and cooling plants. 

The Simon Theater was named for Alex and James Simon. The Simons were among the first Jewish settlers in Brenham, 
arriving in 1866. Alex Simon was among the founders of the B'nai Abraham congregation (believed to be the oldest 
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Orthodox synagogue in continuous use in Texas). Alex Simon also owned the Brenham Opera, which was the center of 
Brenham's social life around the tum-of-the-century. Simon and Son operated a dry goods story on the ground floor of the 
opera house building. The Simons abandoned the opera business (the Phifer family opened a movie house in the old 
Opera space), presumably around the time they commissioned Finn to build the theater. The Simon was one of two movie 
houses in Brenham through the 1950s. Preliminary research suggests that Alex Simon also owned the other movie house, 
the Rex Theater at 205 E. Main, which is no longer intact. 

Sante Fe Railway Freight Depot, 1925 Railroad Depot Contributing 
214 S. Austin Property #144 Photo 10 
NR1990 

The Sante Fe Railway Freight Depot, designed and built in 1925 by Alex Griffen of Brenham, is a 2-story brick building 
with I-story loading dock along the original Gulf Colorado and Sante Fe Railway Company tracks, on the westem edge 
of downtown Brenham. The freight depot is arranged in an elongated rectangular plan, oriented to the north-south axis. It 
rests on a brick foundation and has a flat built-up roof The 2-story southemmost section served as the headquarters and 
office. Raised letters found below the stone parapet on the south facade read "Sante Fe Freight Depot." An even 
fenestration pattem of 1/1 double-hung wooden windows with stone sills accents each elevation. A single wooden door 
behind a stairway parapet provides access to the business office on the south elevation. The 1-story northemmost section 
serves as the loading area, and frame docks project to the east. Large, wooden freight doors punctuate the east and west 
elevations. The eastem doors provided direct access from trucks to the storage area and the westem doors provided access 
to and from the rail cars on the spur. 

Brenham served as the junction of two major railroad lines, the Houston and Texas Central Railway (H&TC) and the Gulf 
Colorado and Sante Fe Railway (GC&SF). The two lines intersected southwest of the central business district in the 1880s 
thereby influencing the development of town. They shared a common passenger depot nearby, now demolished. 

The Sante Fe Freight Depot is a functional and utilitarian form of architecture designed to accommodate frequent usage 
with minimal obstruction. Few embellishments adorn the facade. Broad and open loading spaces were built to allow goods 
to be unloaded from trains on the west side and then temporarily stored before being loaded onto tmcks on the east side 
and delivered. Office and administrative spaces were limited but conveniently located so that employees could oversee 
loading activities and handle paperwork. This property is almost identical to the freight depot of the competing railway, 
H&TC (later Southem Pacific, whose line is now abandoned), located at 306 South Market. It is unusual for this to have 
occurred in such a close geographic area. 

The C.1925 Sante Fe Freight Depot is listed in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A in the area of 
Transportation for its role in linking the Brenham area to a broader market for local goods. It is also eligible under 
Criterion C in the area of architecture as a representative of functional, rail-related buildings. The Santa Fe Depot is 
associated with the local context "Community Development and Regional Expansion, 1870-1941" and is one of two 
properties remaining with an association to the railroads. 
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Gas Station, 1928 Filling Station Contributing 
210 S. Market Property #88 Photo 11 

The ca. 1928 gas station at the comer of Commerce and Market is one of two remaining filling stations in downtown 
Brenham. The second station is a house-type filling station (now converted to office space) at the comer of Douglas and 
Commerce (Property #65, Contributing). The filling station at 210 S. Market is a unique type in Brenham, though other 
stations exist across the state. This filling station, which originally served Texaco gas, is a one-story, comer pass through 
station. The station office is at the westem end of the lot, placed on a chamfered angle that abuts the building behind the 
station. The office entry portal faces east and is adjacent to double plate glass windows (on the chamfered elevation) that 
would have afforded a clear view of the pump islands. A pair of doors on the northern end of the office allow access to 
restrooms. The station canopy is a front-facing brick canopy with stepped parapet and is supported on massive brick 
piers. 

While little information is available for this property, it remains significant for both its unique design and its typical role 
as a centrally located filling station. 

Public Cannery, 1938-39 Industrial/ Rustic Contributing 
306 East Alamo Property #16 Photo 12 

The Public Cannery was designed and built between 1938 and 1939 by Brenham resident Alex Griffin, with assistance 
from the Works Progress Administration. This building served as a public cannery during the late 1930s and early 1940s, 
and offered a facility in which local citizens could bring their own fmits and vegetables for canning. According to local 
informants Harold Pfiuhaupt and Jack Griffin, canned goods and proceeds were given to welfare families. 

The Public Cannery is a one-story, rectangular plan building. The walls are constructed of load-bearing masonry arranged 
in a random rubble pattem. Kitchen facilities are located at the east end of the building. 

The site includes two ancillary buildings that could have been associated with either the Cannery or the County Jail (now 
demolished), which shared this lot. 

The first is a ca.l940 one-story brick service building. This was likely used to service vehicles, as it features one double-
width overhead service bay. The structure appears to be load-bearing brick and features concrete sills and lintels above the 
service bay portal and each of the windows. The building is capped by a hipped metal roof and rafter tails remain visible 
at the eaves. The original doors on the service bay have been altered, but the original opening remains intact. This 
building retains a high degree of integrity. 

The second ancillary building is a ca.l940 frame building clad in metal siding. This building features a double-height 
overhead service bay, with doors operating on a horizontal metal track. The metal roof is curved and a row of casement 
windows appears just below the eaves. 
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Washington County Courthouse, 1939 Government/Art Deco Contributing 
110 E. Main Property #6 Photo 13 
NR 1990 

Constructed in 1939 with Works Progress Administration assistance, the Washington County Courthouse is an excellent 
example of Art Deco architecture in Texas. This courthouse, the fourth built on the square in Brenham. was designed by 
Travis Broesche of Henrick and Lindsley, Inc. C.L. Browning, Jr. served as the general contractor. The Washington 
County Courthouse is 3 1/2-stories with a full basement. Built on a concrete foundation, it features steel structural 
components clad with smooth limestone veneer. The classically-inspired plan is rectangular and symmetrical around both 
the north-south and east-west axes. The courthouse is composed of a central mass flanked by stepped wings. The exterior 
is marked by a tension between the vertical thrust of window shafts and horizontal massing. Detailing typical of Art Deco 
architecture of the late 1930s includes stylized eagles placed over primary entrances, stylized clock faces, geometric 
motifs executed in metal, incised geometric reliefs, decorative light standards, and metal sash windows with dark marble 
spandrels. 

Interior spaces and detailing remain largely intact. The plan is organized around central axial corridors with marble 
wainscoting and terrazzo floors. Circulating stairs in the east and west ends of the building provide access to the upper 
floors and feature curvilinear aluminum balustrades. The high-ceilinged district courtroom occupies the top story-and-a-
half of the central block. Although not visible from the street, clerestory windows light the courtroom. Original fiimiture, 
wood wainscot, and a decorative ceiling with geometric floral motifs grace the space. 

The Washington County Courthouse is listed on the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C in the area of 
Architecture and under Criterion A in the area of Govemment. The property is associated with the local historic context 
"Community Development and Regional Expansion, 1870-1941." 

Dwyer-Faske-Davis Building, 1871/1967 Two-part commercial Non-contributing 
210 E. Main Property #49 

The Dwyer-Faske Building was constructed in 1871 and substantially altered in 1967." This two-part, two-story brick 
commercial building is completely encased in a slipcover of conugated sheet metal. The historic fabric is completely 
obscured beneath the slipcover, though is thought to be intact and according to the current owner is identical to the 
neighboring building at 212 E. Main (with the exception of that buildings altered storefront). The curtent slip cover 
exhibits a high level of design, and retains all of the character-defining features and fabric installed during the 1967 
modernization. The fa9ade is divided into two horizontal components (demarcated by the full-fa9ade rod-hung metal 
awning), and three vertical bays. The lower portion of the building is characterized by a three-part inset storefront. The 
primary entrance consists of a set of double aluminum-framed plate glass doors. Symmetrical display bays with half-
height plate glass display windows flank the entryway. Mosaic tile accents the area under the display windows, and had 
been inset into the ground at the entry way. The upper portion of the building is similarly divided into three bays of 
unequal width. The two side bays are clad with corrugated metal siding, while the central bay is adomed with a diamond-
shaped metal grillwork. The fa9ade contains two signs: large individual letters span the fa9ade and spell out FASKE'S 

' Alteration date was given in an interview with Morris Faske, the current building owner. 
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JEWELRY. The second sign is suspended (perpendicular to the fa9ade) from the upper central bay and also advertises 
Faske's Jewelry. Both signs are excellent representations of 1960s graphic arts. 

Both the building and the business have been owned by members of the Faske family since the jewelry store opened. 

A number of significant changes were made to the buildings in downtown Brenham in the mid 1950s and 1960s, 
including the re-clading of many of the historic buildings with metal slip-covers. The majority of these have since been 
removed and historic fa9ades have been restored. Three slip-covered buildings still remain, and the most notable of these 
is the Dwyer-Faske Building. This alone among the slip-covered buildings in Brenham appears to have been carefully 
designed and maintained. Although this fa9ade treatment was applied beyond the historic district's period of significance 
(ca. 1967) and the resource is therefore rendered noncontributing, this fa9ade treatment should be recognized as a 
significant national architectural trend. 

Navratil Building, ca 187 Two-part commercial Non-contributing 
111 S. Baylor Property #121 

The Navratil Building at 111 South Baylor was constructed in the early 1870s. The fa9ade of this two-story, two-part 
brick commercial building is divided into three bays, although the upper and lower bays no longer align vertically. The 
fa9ade is composed of two horizontal components, the lower consisting of faux brick-clad storefront with metal-framed 
plate glass windows and a metal-framed plate glass door. Cmmbling cladding near the awning suggests that the faux brick 
material is a thin layer of scored stucco or concrete; the historic cast iron columns and storefront may be intact undemeath 
this cladding, as is suggested in the 1984 architectural survey. The upper portion of the fa9ade (as divided by the full-
fa9ade rod-hung metal awning), is marked by a horizontal band of infill siding, behind which is a set of transom windows. 
The remnants of a stringcourse mark the division between transom windows and the second story. The three upper bays 
retain their historic configuration, although they have been significantly altered and all windows have been filled with 
cinder blocks and concealed with scored stucco. A faint ghosting outline suggests the historic placement of the uppers 
window, with one window being centered in each of the three upper bays. Historic photos confirm the presence of these 
windows, which were adomed with a segmental architecture hood terminating in decorative pendants. Each upper bay is 
marked by a pilaster which terminates in a corbelled stringcourse. This stringcourse wraps around the South Baylor fa9ade 
and continues along the elevation facing Alamo Street. The historic comice of this building has been removed, though 
historic photographs depict a decorative comice complete with double brackets and dentils, as was typical of buildings 
from the late 19* century. The Alamo Street fa9ade is also divided into two horizontal components; the lower portion is 
now a solid, unadomed stuccoed wall with no bay divisions, while the upper portion retains its original six-bay 
demarcation. Details on this elevation mirror those of the Baylor street fa9ade, including the remnant string course at 
transom level, bays marked by pilasters which terminate in a corbelled stringcourse, and ghosting that suggests historic 
placement of one window in each upper bay. Historic photos and Sanbom maps show the former location of at least two 
doors and one window on the lower portion of this elevation, as well as the position of a wrap-around awning. 

The property at 111 S. Baylor has long been an anchor retail establishment on the Brenham courthouse square. The 
original building that occupied this site bumed. either in the fire of 1866,or possibly in the fire of 1873 when yet another 
fire destroyed all buildings (all made of wood) lying between Baylor and St. Charles streets from the Southem Pacific 
Railroad on the south to Main Street on the north. Sanbom maps verify that I I I S. Baylor existed in its current 
configuration by at least 1877. From 1862 to 1870, the property served as a wholesale grocery and dmg store owned by a 
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Mr. B. Taffly. Taffly sold the property to Mr. E.C. Abbott in 1870 (perhaps coinciding with the construction of the current 
building), who operated a wholesale grocery from 1870 to 1884. Sanbom maps from 1912 indicate that dry goods and 
clothing were sold here far into the 20"" century, and a telephone exchange occupied the second floor. In 1920, the 
building housed a jewelry store. Although subsequent uses of the ground floor are not consistently documented until 1944, 
research shows that the telephone exchange (later the Southwestern Bell Telephone office) remained on the second floor 
until 1941. In 1944, E. C. Abbott sold the building to Irvin and F. J. Navratil, who opened an appliance and music store. 

Navratil's Music House was established in 1910 by F.J. Navratil. Navratil immigrated to the Unite States from Austria in 
1897 with only his violin and clarinet.Navratil managed and conducted the Brenham Civic Band (also called the Second 
Regiment Band) from 1908 to his death in 1949.' In 1910, he founded a music house, later adding appliances (in about 
1925) and televisions. The Navratil store was originally located in the Duke and Ayres Building (also on South Baylor 
Street), but relocated to 111 S. Baylor in 1945. It was in this year that F.J. Navratil's son, Irvin (bom in nearby Kenney, 
10 miles south of Brenham), took over the family business. Irvin had left Brenham in 1921 to pursue a career in music, 
and was a violinist in the Dallas Symphony Orchestra for eighteen years. He was also the orchestra director for the 
Majestic and Palace theaters in Dallas before retuming to Brenham to take over and manage the Navratil Music House 
and the Brenham Civic Band. Irvin led the band from his father's death until 1951, when the band was discontinued. In 
addition to being an accomplished musician, bandleader and businessman, Irvin served on the Brenham School Board, the 
Washington County Chamber of Commerce Board, and was on the City Commission for thirty years. April 29, 1979 was 
declared Irvin Navratil Day.'* Members of the Navratil family made significant contributions to Brenham's civic and 
cultural life, and Navratil's Music House was one of Brenham's longest-mnning businesses. The building itself, although 
much changed, hosted the same business for decades, and has been owned by the family continuously since 1944. 

Although the building at 111 S. Baylor has been home to several significant and long-lived Brenham businesses, 
significant alterations to the character-defining features of this building contribute to its status as a non-contributing 
property within the historic district. Many changes were made in 1962, under the direction of the Navratil family and their 
architect R. B. (Bruce) Ledbetter. These changes were and still are clearly visible, and were documented in several 
newspaper articles published in 1962 that commended the modernization of the building. Exterior changes included the 
insertion of the plate glass windows in aluminum frames, the closing of the second floor windows, the relocation of the 
front entrance (to increase display window visibility), and ceramic tiles placed undemeath the window.'' The current 
storefront fa9ade suggests further changes beyond those undertaken in 1962, such as the application of faux brick cladding 
and the addition of planters undemeath the display windows (in the place of ceramic tile). The removal of the decorative 
comice also significantly reduces the integrity of this building. 

'* Sources that mention Navratil's immigration conflict; he is said to be a Czech immigrant in one source, though another states that he 
was bom in Austria. 
" Brenham Banner-Press, no date. 
" Information compile by Emma Gene Navratil and summated to the Texas Historical Commission. 

Brenham Banner-Press, thmsday Oct 11, 1962. 
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Concluding Summary 

The Brenham Downtown Historic District has played a significant and varied role as the commercial, economic, 
govemmental, and cultural center of Washington County from its designation as the county seat in 1844 to the present 
day. The 1844 town plat, defined by the courthouse square at its center, remains intact and serves as a visual reminder of 
the historic form of the mid-19th century town. No buildings remain from that earliest period, however, so the 1856 
construction of the Zeiss Building, the oldest surviving building, marks the beginning of the district's period of 
significance. The arrival of the first railroad in 1861 expanded Brenham both physically and economically. Brenham 
became the center for agricultural processing and subsequent transportation of goods, thus linking the economies of the 
town and outlying rural agricultural areas, a trend that continued into the 1950s. Brenham not only becamethe agricultural 
center of the county but came to host numerous related commercial endeavors, including wholesale, retail, small scale 
industry and manufacturing. While Brenham continued to expand in these areas, the town remained the focus of 
legislafive and judicial affairs of the county. 

Brenham's development and significance is tied to a variety of different themes and is therefore eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places under a number of Criteria. The Brenham Downtown Historic District is eligible for 
listing under Criterion A at the local level of significance in the area of Community Planning and Development, as an 
excellent example of a mid-19th century town expanded to accommodate physical and functional growth. The district is 
also eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A in the area of Commerce for its role 
as the commercial and economic center of the county, host to numerous influential wholesale, retail and industrial 
establishments. The district is eligible for listing under Criterion A in the area of Transportation as a reflection of the 
impact of railroad development on the viability and growth of agriculturally oriented communities. The Brenham 
Downtown Historic District is also eligible for listing under Criterion A at the local level of significance in the area of 
Government for its continuing importance as the seat of government for Washington County. Finally, this district is 
eligible under Criterion C at the local level of significance in the area of Architecture as an intact sampling of late 19th 
and 20"'-century commercial buildings that are reflective of local and national architectural trends during the period of 
significance. 

The district's period of significance extends from 1856, the construction date of the oldest surviving building, to 1954, the 
current 50-year cut-off. Significant dates include 1861, the arrival of the first railroad, 1870, the end of Federal 
occupation under Reconstruction and beginning of a dramatic change in the nature and rate of development, 1871, the 
year the H&TC railroad purchased and extended the local railroad, 1880, the arrival of the GC&SF railroad, and 1939, the 
year the cunent courthouse was constructed. 
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Figure 1: Courthouse Square Typology, note the Shelbyville Configuration. 
Source: Veselka, Robert E. The Courthouse Square in Texas. Austin: University ofTexas, 2000. 
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Figure 2: Main Street looking west toward Courthouse. 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files. 
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Figure 3: Intersection of Alamo and Market, looking west toward Courthouse, ca. 1920. 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files. 
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Baylor and Main, looking east ft-om courthouse to Site #121, 111 S. Baylor. 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files. 
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Main Street at Market, looking west. 
(Right side of photo documents Sites #42-45) 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files. 
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Brenham Opera (now Today and Yesterday, Site # 19, noncontributing). 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files 
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United States Post Office and Federal Building (Site #96, 105 S. Market) under 
construction, ca. 1915. Looking northeast toward the St Anthony Hotel, with Bassett 
& Bassett to the left of the photo. 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program Files. 
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Simon Theater (Site #56, 109 W. Main). Top photo is ca. 1925, and bottom photo was taken in 1954. 
Source: Brenham Main Street Program files. 
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Aerial view of downtcwn Brenham. 1056. 

Aerial view of Brenham, ca. 1956. 
Source: Hasskarl, Robert A. Brenham, Texas 1844-1958. Brenham: Banner-Press 
Publishing Company, 1958. 
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10. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 

ACREAGE OF PROPERTY: approximately 38 acres 

UTM REFERENCES Zone Easting Northing 
1. 14 750340 3339980 
2. 14 750900 3340320 
3. 14 750980 3339780 
4. 14 750420 3339620 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION (see continuation sheet 10-48) 

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION (see continuation sheet 10-48) 

11. FORM PREPARED BY 

NAME/TITLE: Monica Penick 

ORGANIZATION: for the Brenham Main Street Program 

STREET «& NUMBER: 4101 Sinclair Avenue 

CITY OR TOWN: Austin STATE: TX 

DATE: August 2003 

TELEPHONE: (512) 426-3014 

ZIP CODE: 78756 

A D D I T I O N A L DOCUMENTATION 

CONTINUATION SHEETS 

MAPS (see continuation sheets Map-49 through Map-50) 

PHOTOGRAPHS (see continuation sheets Photo-51 through Photo-52) 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 

PROPERTY O W N E R 

NAME: ON FILE WITH TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION 

STREET & NUMBER: 

CITY OR TOWN: STATE: 

TELEPHONE: 

ZIP CODE: 
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Verbal Boundary Description 

Beginning at the point of intersection of North Austin and West Vulcan, proceed east along Vulcan for five blocks. 
Resources lie only on the south side of Vulcan. From the point of intersection of East Vulcan and Market, travel south one 
block, then proceed east along East Main to Clinton. Tum south on Clinton, and travel two blocks to East Commerce. 
Tum west, and proceed approximately one block to South Market. From this point, proceed south across the Southem 
Pacific Railroad (former H & TC tracks) track, to Bassett Street. Tum west on Bassett and proceed for one block to South 
Baylor. Cross this street, and continue west, traveling along the southem lot boundaries of Block 90a, lot n & c pt 20a 
(original town addition). Tum at the westem boundary of this lot, and travel south approximately one half block to the 
southem boundary of block 90b lots la and 2a (original town addition, 403 S. Park). Traverse this boundary, heading west 
to South Park Street. Tum north onto South Park, travel north to the intersection of South Park and West First. Tum west 
onto West First. Resources fall on both the north and south sides of this street. Travel approximately two blocks west 
along West First to the intersection of West First and South Austin streets. Tum north onto South Austin. Travel 
approximately two blocks north along South Austin to the Southem Pacific Railroad tracks, and turn west. Follow these 
tracks to the intersection with the GC & SF Railroad. Tum north, and follow the GC & SF tracks two blocks to the 
intersection of the tracks. West Alamo and North Austin. Tum east onto North Austin, and travel two blocks to the 
intersection of North Austin and West Vulcan. 

Boundary Justiflcation 

The boundaries of the district are based primarily on those determined by William Bean Restorations, Inc and the 
Brenham Main Street Program in 1984. The area was resurveyed in 2003 and the boundaries have been modified to 
include the largest number of properties dating from the period of significance, and the portions of the downtown district 
that retain the highest degree of integrity with the fewest vacant lots and intrusions. The railroad tracks on the western and 
southem boundaries of the district provide a logical division between commercial and residential areas of Brenham. 
Vulcan Street to the north provides a logical boundary between historic and non-historic commercial development, and 
Market Street and Clinton to the east likewise divides the highly concentrated commercial sector from a less dense 
commercial and residential district. 
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PIGURB 1—WASHINGTON COUNTY, ThXAS, AND CITY OF BKtNHi\,M 

(2i 

Washington County with prominent towns. 
Source: Hasskarl, Robert A. Brenham, Texas 1844-1958. Brenham: 
Banner-Press Publishing Company, 1958. 
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Brenham Downtown Historic District 
Brenham, Washington County, TX 
Photographer: Monica Penick 
June, July and August 2003 

Pampell-Glissman Building 
106 W. Main 
Contributing 
Camera facing north 
1 of 15 

Bassett and Bassett Banking House 
222 E. Main 
Contributing 
Camera facing southwest 
2 of 15 

Beaumier Brothers Iron Works 
311 S. Baylor 
Contributing 
Camera facing east 
3 of 15 

Beaumier Brothers Iron Works 
311 S. Baylor 
Contributing 
Camera facing southeast 
4 of 15 

Schmid Brothers Building 
107 W. Commerce 
Contributing 
Camera facing southeast 
5 of 15 

Schuerenberg-Wilder Bldg 
115 W. Alamo 
Contributing 
Camera facing southeast 
6of 15 

United States Post Office and Federal Building 
(Washington County Heritage Museum) 
105 S. Market 
Contributing 
Camera facing east 
7 of 15 

First National Bank (J.H. Faske and Company) 
114 E. Alamo 
Contributing 
Camera facing south 
8 of 15 

Simon Theater 
109 W. Main 
Contributing 
Camera facing south 
9 of 15 

Sante Fe Railroad Depot 
214 S. Austin 
Contributing 
Camera facing west 
lOof 15 

Gas Station 
210 S. Market 
Contributing 
Camera facing west 
I I of 15 

Public Cannery 
306 E. Alamo 
Contributing 
Camera facing southeast 
12of 15 
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Washington County Courthouse 
IIOE. Main 
Contributing 
Camera facing west 
13 of 15 

Faske Jewelry 
210 E. Main 
Non-Contributing 
Camera facing south 
14of 15 

Streetscape, West Alamo 
Camera facing southeast 
15 of 15 
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